City of Piedmont

MEMORANDUM

CALIFORNIA

DATE: May 12, 2022
TO: Planning Commission
FROM: Kevin Jackson, Planning & Building Director
Pierce Macdonald, Senior Planner
SUBJECT: Recommendation: Draft 6th Cycle Housing Element
AGENDA ITEM NUMBER 1
RECOMMENDATION:
Recommend City Council authorize staff to send the Draft Housing Element to California
Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD) for its review.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
Every 8 years, every city, town, and county in California must update the Housing Element of their
General Plan and have it certified by the California Department of Housing and Community
Development (HCD). The 6th Housing Element cycle under State of California law is for the time
period of 2023 to 2031 (6th Cycle) in the San Francisco Bay Area region. This report provides
background information on State of California requirements. This report includes analysis in
support of staff’s conclusion that the Planning Commission should recommend City Council
support of the Draft Housing Element and Council authorization to send the Draft Housing
Element to California HCD. Comments on this agenda item from members of the public are
welcomed and encouraged.
For the meeting on May 12, 2022, City staff recommends that the Planning Commission organize
Commissioner comments by the following groupings of the four sections of the Draft Housing
Element:
A. Introduction, Section I; and Projected Housing Need, Section II;
B. Elimination of Housing Constraints, Goal 4 of Section IV; and Appendix C - Constraints;
C. Sites Inventory, Section III, Housing Resources; and Appendix B - Housing Capacity and
Analysis and Methodology;
D. Remaining Goals, Policies, and Programs, Section IV, Housing Plan;
E. All other Draft Housing Element Appendices.
A slide presentation on May 12, 2022, will augment the information in this staff report and will
help facilitate the Planning Commission discussion.
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BACKGROUND:
In March 2021, the City launched a citywide mailing, the Fair Housing Community Survey, and
an online, interactive pinnable mapping tool, hosted on Social Pinpoint software. Response to the
survey was robust, consisting of 877 survey participants and 90 map comments. Also in March,
the City launched a Piedmont fair housing website at https://Piedmontishome.org. Public
engagement in 2021 also included enthusiastic community participation in stakeholder interviews
in July, pop-up information tables at local events in September, and the first Housing Element
Community Workshop in December. This year, new public engagement strategies included direct
correspondence with the owners of potential sites, the second Housing Element Community
Workshop in March, installation of 30 banners on City streetlights, and the launch of the online
Piedmont Housing Puzzle tool, hosted on Balancing Act software.
The City’s engagement with Piedmont residents, property owners, business owners, and workers
has encouraged participation in development of 6th Cycle Housing Element goals, policies, and
programs. All public comments and ideas received by staff since the Housing Element Community
Workshop on March 24, 2022, have been compiled and included as Attachment C of this staff
report. Comments received on or before March 24, are included in the Draft Housing Element
Appendix E. Public comments received after the Planning Commission meeting will be added to
those in Attachment C and provided for City Council review and consideration.
On April 8, 2022, staff published the Draft Housing Element to the homepages of the City of
Piedmont website homepage and the Housing Element update website, Piedmontishome.org
On April 19, 2022, the Piedmont Housing Advisory Committee held a virtual public meeting on
the Draft Housing Element. The meeting was attended by 32 community members. Committee
members expressed appreciation for the Draft Housing Element analysis, public engagement, and
housing plan goals, policies, and programs. A summary of the Housing Advisory Committee
meeting is provided as Attachment E to this report.
On May 4, 2022, the Park Commission held a public meeting in-person and in the Zoom virtual
meeting format and received a staff report on the Draft Housing Element. The Park Commission
discussed the sites inventory and other aspects of the housing plan. One member of the public
addressed the Commission and raised issues regarding sustainability programs in the Draft
Housing Element. A video recording of the meeting is available on the KCOM page of the City
website, the link provided as Attachment F to this report.
At its core, a Housing Element is an opportunity for a community conversation about how to
address local housing challenges and find solutions. The Housing Element addresses a range of
housing issues, such as affordability, design, housing types, density, and location, and establishes
goals, policies, and programs to address existing and projected housing needs. The Housing
Element must be internally consistent with other parts of the General Plan and is critical to having
a legally adequate General Plan.
State law does not require that jurisdictions build or finance new housing, but they must plan for
it. It is in the community’s Housing Element that local governments make decisions about where
safe, accessible, and diverse housing could be developed to offer a mix of housing opportunities
for a variety of household incomes. The Housing Element must identify how – through the
adoption of policies and programs – the City of Piedmont will meet its share of the region’s
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housing need, called the Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA).
Pursuant to state law and section 25.3 of the City Code, the role of the Planning Commission
is to review amendments to the General Plan and “to investigate and make recommendations to
the City Council concerning … planning and zoning matters as may be in the best interest of the
City.” The Planning Commission meeting also gives the public further opportunities to learn about
the Housing Element update process and to give their input and feedback.
ANALYSIS:
Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA) Process
Every city in California receives a target number of homes to plan for at various income levels.
This is called the Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA).
RHNA starts with the Regional Housing Needs Determination (RHND) provided by HCD, which
is the total number of housing units the San Francisco Bay Area needs over the eight-year period,
by income group. The Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) is tasked with developing
the methodology to allocate a portion of housing needs to each city, town, and county in the region.
After considering public comments, the ABAG Executive Board approved the RHNA
methodology in January 2021. The State of California Department of Housing and Community
Development (HCD) reviewed the RHNA methodology to ensure it furthers State-required
objectives, and ABAG adopted a final methodology and allocations for every local government in
the Bay Area in May 2021.
The RHNA allocations for the City of Piedmont are outlined in Table SR-1, as follows:
Table SR-1
2023-2031 RHNA Allocation
City of Piedmont
Income Level
VERY LOW INCOME
(<50% of Area Median Income)

163

LOW INCOME
(50-80% of Area Median Income)

94

MODERATE INCOME
(80-120% of Area Median Income)

92

ABOVE MODERATE INCOME
(>120% of Area Median Income)

238

TOTAL ALLOCATION

587

Penalties for Noncompliance
Jurisdictions face a number of consequences if they do not have a certified Housing Element by
the May 2023 deadline. Under legislation enacted in recent years, if a city does not comply with
State law, the city can face litigation. In addition to facing significant fines, a court may limit local
land use decision-making authority until the jurisdiction brings its Housing Element into
compliance. Additionally, local governments may lose the right to deny certain projects.
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Conversely, an HCD-certified Housing Element makes cities eligible for numerous sources of
funding and grants, such as Local Housing Allocations, Affordable Housing and Sustainable
Communities Grants, SB 1 Planning Grants, CalHOME Program Grants, Infill Infrastructure
Grants, Pro-Housing Designation funding, Local Housing Trust Funds, and Regional
Transportation Funds (such as MTC’s OneBayArea Grants).
New State Requirements for the 6th Cycle Housing Element Update
Recent legislation resulted in the following key changes for this 6th cycle of RHNA and Housing
Element updates:


Higher allocations - There is a higher total regional housing need. HCD’s identification of the
region’s total housing needs has changed to account for unmet existing need, rather than only
projected housing need. HCD now must consider overcrowded households, cost-burdened
households (those paying more than 30% of their income for housing), and a target vacancy
rate for a healthy housing market (with a minimum of 5%). The RHNA for Piedmont for the
6th cycle is nine times more than the RHNA for the 5th cycle.



Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH) - Local Housing Elements must
affirmatively further fair housing. According to HCD, achieving this objective includes
preventing segregation and poverty concentration, as well as increasing access to areas of
opportunity. HCD has mapped Opportunity Areas and has developed guidance for jurisdictions
to address affirmatively furthering fair housing in each Housing Element. The entire City of
Piedmont is mapped as an area of highest resource for its low exposure to environmental
hazards and access to very good schools and economic opportunities. AFFH was considered
in relation to all sections of the Draft Housing Element. AFFH is addressed directly in the
analysis in Appendix F, including supporting documentation and analysis from ABAG and the
Urban Policy Lab of the University of California, Merced.



Limits on Sites - Identifying Housing Element sites for affordable units is more challenging
than in past years. There are new limits on the extent to which jurisdictions can reuse sites used
in previous Housing Elements and increased scrutiny of small, large, and non-vacant sites,
when these sites are proposed to accommodate units for very low- and low-income households.



Safety and Environmental Justice Element - State law requires that the Safety Element of
the General Plan be updated concurrently with the Housing Element. The Safety Element must
address new wildfire risk, evacuation routes, and climate adaptation and resilience
requirements in an integrated manner.
There are four bills recently passed by the California State Legislature and approved by the
Governor that require certain changes to an Environmental Hazards Element when a
municipality undergoes an update to their Housing Element, as follows:
1. Senate Bill 99. Residential Emergency Evacuation Routes. Senate Bill 99 requires all
cities and counties, upon the next revision of the housing element on or after January 1,
2020, to update the safety element to include information identifying residential
developments in any hazard area identified in the safety element that do not have at least
two emergency evacuation routes.
2. Senate Bill 1035 General Plans. Senate Bill 1035 requires cities and counties to update
their safety element during a housing element or local hazard mitigation plan update cycle,
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but not less than once every eight years, if new information on flood hazards, fire hazards,
or climate adaptation or resilience is available that was not available during the previous
revision of the safety element.
3. Senate Bill 1241. State Responsibility Areas and Very High Fire Severity Zones. The
bill requires review and update of the safety element, upon the next revision of the housing
element on or after January 1, 2014, as necessary to address the risk of fire in state
responsibility areas and very high fire hazard severity zones. The specific requirements are
codified in GC § 65302(g)(3) and 65302.5(b) and included as an attachment to this
memorandum.
4. Assembly Bill 747. Evacuation Routes. Assembly Bill 747 requires all cities and counties
to identify evacuation routes in the safety elements of their general plans upon the next
revision of their local hazard mitigation plan, beginning on or after January 1, 2022. The
bill requires evaluation of evacuations route capacity, safety, and viability under a range of
emergency scenarios.
Piedmont’s housing consultant team has prepared analysis of Piedmont’s current Environmental
Hazards Element, including recommendations to expand and improve public engagement and
planning for new wildfire risk, evacuation routes, and climate adaptation and resilience. These
recommendations will guide the work of City staff and the housing consultant team as this and
other elements of the Piedmont General Plan are amended to integrate the new 6th Cycle Piedmont
Housing Element goals, policies, and programs, as stated on page 18 of Section I, Introduction, of
the Draft Housing Element.
Draft 6th Cycle Piedmont Housing Element (2023-2031)
The Draft Housing Element begins with an executive summary, including Table ES-1, a summary
of resulting housing units from recommended Housing Element programs, excerpted below. Table
ES-1 compares the RHNA assignments to the recommended Housing Element housing sites
inventory, projected increase in number of accessory dwelling units (ADUs), and pipeline projects.
(The one pipeline project is no longer a viable design review approval because the building permit
has expired. As reflected below, this vacant site will be added to the site inventory and the number
of Approved/Entitled Projects will be 0 in the draft document sent to HCD.) The result is a
moderate surplus of 71 housing units (12%), over and above the total RHNA of 587 housing units.
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Key Components of a Housing Element
In compliance with State law, Piedmont’s Draft Housing Element includes four sections and six
appendices that cover the following required topics:
1. Housing Needs Assessment: Examine demographic, employment and housing trends
and conditions and identify existing and projected housing needs of the community, with
attention paid to special housing needs (e.g., large families, persons with disabilities,
female-headed households, employee housing, and people of diverse social and
economic backgrounds).
2. Evaluation of Past Performance: Review the prior Housing Element (2015 to 2023) to
measure progress in implementing past policies and programs.
3. Housing Sites Inventory: Identify locations of available sites for housing development
or redevelopment to ensure there is enough land zoned for housing to meet the future
need at all income levels.
4. Community Engagement: Implement a robust community engagement program,
reaching out to all economic segments of the community plus traditionally
underrepresented groups.
5. Constraints Analysis: Analyze and recommend remedies for existing and potential
governmental and nongovernmental barriers to housing development.
6. Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing: Analysis of existing fair housing and
segregation issues and plan to address any identified disparities in housing needs,
displacement, or access to opportunity.
7. Policies and Programs: Establish policies and programs to be carried out during the
2023-2031 planning period to fulfill the identified housing needs.
Organization of the Draft Housing Element
The Draft Housing Element enables construction to occur. It does not require property owners to
build or otherwise change the way they use their property. The organization of the Draft Housing
Element begins with an executive summary and then the following four sections:





Introduction
Projected Housing Need
Housing Resources
Housing Plan: Goals, Policies, and Programs

There are six technical appendices that provide analysis of housing law, demographics, and other
issues in greater detail, including:
 Appendix A, demographics data and analysis
 Appendix B, an analysis of sites and capacity in Piedmont
 Appendix C, constraints analysis
 Appendix D, evaluation of the 2015-2023 Housing Element
 Appendix E, the public engagement report
 Appendix F, an analysis of compliance with AB 686 and goals to affirmatively further fair
housing in Piedmont
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There are seven proposed Housing Element goals:
• Goal 1: New Housing Construction
• Goal 2: Housing Conservation
• Goal 3: Affordable Housing Opportunities
• Goal 4: Elimination of Housing Constraints
• Goal 5: Special Needs Populations
• Goal 6: Sustainability and Energy
• Goal 7: Equal Access to Housing
In order to implement the seven goals, the Draft Housing Element includes 56 policies and 64
programs. A list of the policies and programs is included as Attachment B to this staff report for
the reference of the Planning Commission.
Housing Sites Inventory
The Draft Housing Element includes a recommended housing sites inventory for the review and
consideration of the Piedmont community. Figure B-2, the Draft Housing Element’s Site Inventory
map, is included on page B-15 and excerpted below, followed by tables of sites organized by
income levels.
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Methodology To Select Publicly Owned Sites
Due to changes to State law that increase the scrutiny on sites identified for housing affordable to
households with low incomes, as well as Piedmont’s higher RHNA during this Housing Element
cycle compared to previous cycles, the sites inventory in the Draft Housing Element was expanded
to include opportunity sites in all zones, including City-owned properties, to meet the eligibility
and feasibility criteria required by HCD. After careful review of all City-owned properties, the
following were included in the Draft Housing Element for further review and consideration:






Piedmont Public Works Corporation Yard
City Hall and Veterans Memorial Building/Police Station
Corey Reich Tennis Center
Highland Avenue Grassy Strip (between Sierra Avenue and Sheridan Avenue)
801 Magnolia Avenue

These City-owned sites are suggested for the sites inventory for their size, proximity to arterial
roadways and access to transit, fire and emergency services, schools, and a commercial district
with multiple services. For example, the Corporation Yard and all of the sites listed above are
within ½ mile of the nearest school, Havens Elementary School. The existing uses on these sites
could be incorporated into a future redevelopment plan. In addition, the existing city-owned
buildings, such as administrative offices, multi-use spaces, community rooms, and Police
Department and Fire Department facilities, require modernization, improvement, and expansion
to meet the City’s needs. The inclusion of the Cory Reich Tennis Center as a potential site
recognizes that it is possible to develop a structure with tennis courts atop.
Should a developer express interest in a City-owned site at some point in the future, the City would
be positioned to negotiate the terms of a possible development. The City would work with a
development partner to develop units affordable to low- and very low-income households and meet
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the number of units specified in the Housing Element. If fewer low and very low units than those
specified in the Housing Element were approved, then the City must identify other sites to
accommodate the remaining low and very low units elsewhere, pursuant to State housing element
law (SB 330). The Draft Housing Element outlines a request for proposals (RFP) process to
identify potential development partners for City-owned sites.
City Parks Considerations
City parks, such as Linda Dog Park and Blair Park, were not included in the sites inventory because
parks are a very limited resource in Piedmont and cannot be replaced elsewhere. Parks are also
vital to serve the needs of future population growth. As stated on page A-15 of Appendix A,
according to the California Department of Finance, Piedmont had an average household size of
2.89 people in 2021, and approximately 52% of households contain three people or more.
The Draft Housing Element’s housing plan could result in a significant increase in population,
including additional families with children, with associated recreation needs. Because of
Piedmont’s land-locked relationship to the surrounding City of Oakland, there are no opportunities
for Piedmont to annex additional public lands for new or expanded parks to serve Piedmont’s
growing population. The Draft Housing Element reserves parks like Linda Dog Park and Blair
Park as crucial City resources. However, the Draft Housing Element identifies Blair Park as a
potential alternate site for housing units planned for the Public Works Corporation Yard (12+
acres), described below, with provisions to ensure future recreational uses.
Proposed Specific Plan
As provided on page B-13, Appendix B of the Draft Housing Element proposes to prepare a
specific plan (Government Code §65450 et. seq) for the area of the Public Works Corporation
Yard to accommodate new housing development, incorporate existing amenities, and modernize
current city functions. The portion of the site utilized for park and recreational uses, such as
Coaches Field and Kennelly Skatepark, would remain as an amenity for the proposed specific plan
area, with the existing vehicle parking reconfigured, as needed as part of the specific plan.
As proposed in the Draft Housing Element, the two largest proposed specific plan subareas, located
and accessed from Moraga Avenue, provide the potential for the development of a number of
affordable multifamily housing units. Utilization of the State’s Density Bonus Ordinance
(Government Code section 65915, et seq.) can increase yield, reduce development constraints, and
contribute to greater affordability options. The Draft Housing Element proposes 100 units of highdensity new housing along Moraga Avenue in the proposed specific plan area.
Proposed specific plan development north of Coaches Field, with its steeper topography, is
anticipated to be lower density and yield units at above moderate income prices. Grading and
access will be addressed during the specific plan process. The Draft Housing Element proposes
zoning for 30 lower density housing units on the hillside above Kennelly Skatepark and Public
Works buildings, with a realistic yield of 22 units.
Program 1.L in Section IV of the Draft Housing Element clarifies how the City will phase the
project, ensure affordable housing development, and produce at least 100 units of low income
housing and 22 units of above moderate income housing.
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The City’s Draft Housing Element has identified Blair Park, which is located on the south side of
Moraga Avenue, as a potential alternate site for housing if the proposed specific plan for the Public
Works Corporation Yard fails to yield 122 housing units. Blair Park is a 3.55-acre site, with the
potential for 210 units if developed at 60 units per acre. If Blair Park is selected as an alternate
site, the City would follow a similar process to that for the proposed specific plan. The City would
request proposals from private development partners to develop housing, preserve existing open
space functions, and integrate them into a multifamily housing development.
Potential Constraints
The Draft Housing Element investigated potential obstacles to the development of housing
accessible to households of all income levels. Potential obstacles to development include
governmental constraints (fees, development standards, and other regulations) and nongovernmental constraints (market conditions, limited land supply, environmental setting, and other
limits). For example, the non-governmental constraints analysis found that demand for homes and
apartments in Piedmont is very high, resulting in high land costs. The Draft Housing Element
includes programs to monitor and address potential governmental constraints due to the City
Charter and zoning ordinance limits on allowable residential densities, as described below.
The Draft Housing Element notes that most of the land in Piedmont (772 acres) is zoned singlefamily residential, which allows detached single-family residences and ADUs by right at a
maximum of 5 housing units per acre. As interpreted in section 17.02.010.C of the Piedmont City
Code, Piedmont’s City Charter requires voter approval to enlarge or reduce a zone or to reclassify
land, but it does not prevent housing at greater densities within each zone (see proposed changes
to Zones A through D, below). The proposed Draft Housing Element directs the City to continue
to monitor the effects of the City Charter on the provision of housing at all income categories.
Proposed Zoning Amendments
The Draft Housing Element does not change the zoning classification of any properties in
Piedmont. Nor does it propose any zones be enlarged or reduced. In order to meet the 6th Cycle
RHNA target with Piedmont’s limited available land. The Draft Housing Element’s Goal 1, New
Housing Construction, proposes future zoning ordinance amendments to increase the allowed
residential density for housing affiliated with religious institutions in Zone A in accordance with
California Assembly Bill 1851 (program 1.D, page 37) and increase allowed residential density in
Zone B (program 1.F), Zone C (program 1.G), and Zone D (1.H), as follows:
Table S-R 2
Zoning District

Current Residential
Density
DU/ acre*

Zone A
5
Zone B
5
Zone C
21
Zone D
20
*DU/acre means the dwelling units per acre ratio.

Proposed Residential
Density
DU/ acre*
21
60
60
80

These proposed densities, outlined in the table above, permit the City’s limited land resources to
yield the required number of housing units mandated by the RHNA at all required levels of
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affordability. The proposed zoning amendments are consistent with the City Charter. Proposed
zoning ordinance amendments would be developed after adoption of the Housing Element and
considered by the City Council at a future public hearing. Some proposed amendments would be
considered within 1 year after adoption of the Housing Element, and some, like increasing
permitted density in Zone D, would be implemented within 3 years.
Distribution of New Housing Units
The Draft Housing Element’s first goal, new housing construction, includes programs to build new
housing units at all affordability levels throughout the City of Piedmont. Zoning amendments to
increase the maximum number of housing units are recommended in Zones A, B, C, and D. Nonprofit affordable housing developers, the most likely developers of housing affordable to low and
very-low-income households in Piedmont, have expressed to City staff that land costs severely
limit affordable housing developments and that developments of 30 to 60 units are needed to
achieve economies of scale. Some larger developments of up to 60 dwelling units on suitable
publicly owned land are necessary to provide low and very low income housing in Piedmont.
The Draft Housing Element includes programs to encourage two affordable housing developments
on City-owned land in the northern part of Piedmont, four affordable housing developments on
City-owned land in Piedmont’s central civic center, and one religious affiliated affordable housing
development with Zion Lutheran Church, in the eastern part of Piedmont. In addition, 35% of the
140 new accessory dwelling units (ADUs) planned for in the Draft Housing Element (49 ADUs)
in Zones A and E would be affordable to low- and very low-income households through a program
of new incentives.
Feasibility Analysis
The State criteria for sites included in the Housing Element sites inventory are sites generally 1/2
acre or larger, up to 10 acres. Sites of this size in Piedmont are rare, and many are City-owned. In
addition, non-vacant sites require further explanation to substantiate how these sites could be
redeveloped within the planning period (2023 to 2031). The Draft Housing Element includes
analysis of redevelopment in the neighboring jurisdiction, the City of Oakland, to show that the
densities anticipated for the new housing plan could be achieved in the East Bay real estate market.
The requirement for feasibility analysis is to determine if the owners of property included in the
sites inventory would be willing to consider a development proposal. City staff has contacted the
property owners to confirm their willingness to consider redevelopment within the Housing
Element planning period. In addition, the Draft Housing Element includes a calculation of realistic
capacity which reduces the projected growth under the proposed housing programs.
Accessory Dwelling Units
Staff estimates that there are more than 300 ADUs in Piedmont. Recent changes to State law have
resulted in City approval of over 70 new ADUs in the last 8 years. Some of these ADUs have deed
restrictions limiting who can occupy the ADU and how much rent can be collected. Most of the
recent ADUs do not have rent or occupancy restrictions.
If rented, a property owner must obtain a business license for their ADU. If no rent is collected for
the tenant, such as a parent, adult child, or friend living in the ADU as a separate household, then
a business license is not required. However, the ADU is still meeting a critical housing need as
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many seniors, adult children and family friends may be low-income or representatives of special
needs populations. All ADUs increase the City’s capacity to house more residents.
The Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) collected data for over 900 ADUs throughout
California and prepared safe harbor assumptions for the affordability levels for ADUs. The Draft
Housing Element uses the most conservative approach for ADU affordability provided by ABAG
which was 5% very low income, 30% low income, 50% moderate income, and 15% above
moderate income. ADUs are financed with private capital and located on private property.
California HCD does not require that the City of Piedmont survey ADU owners and occupants,
review the rents, or review occupants’ incomes.
The Draft Housing Element recommends that ADUs are an important source of new housing to
meet the RHNA but they are not, and cannot be, the only strategy. The Draft Housing Element
includes a mix of high-density housing in new mixed-use apartment buildings on Grand Avenue
and Highland Avenue, multifamily apartments in Zone C (Linda Avenue), affordable housing on
Moraga, Vista, and Magnolia Avenues, and affiliated housing at religious institutions.
Public Comment
Written public comment received since March 24, 2022, is included as Attachment C. Public
comment received to date expresses the diversity of opinions in the Piedmont community. Public
comment also took the form of participation in the Piedmont Housing Puzzle, an online planning
tool. Participants provided 173 housing plans and 120 written comments on different sites in
Piedmont. A summary report of participation in the Piedmont Housing Puzzle is included as
Attachment D to this report.
CEQA:
Due to the physical changes anticipated by the City’s response to the Regional Housing Needs
Allocation of 587 housing units, determined by the Association of Bay Area Governments
(ABAG), the City has contracted with Rincon Consultants, Inc. to prepare an Environmental
Impact Report (EIR) pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). The scope of
the EIR is comprehensive, including analysis of all of the potential environmental impacts listed
in Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines. A Draft EIR is expected later this year.
CONCLUSION:
The Draft 6th Cycle Piedmont Housing Element for 2023 to 2031, represents a significant
investment of time and resources of City decision-makers, staff, and the hundreds of community
members who have participated in public meetings, community workshops, surveys, comment
letters, and online planning tools. This investment in a thoughtful, inclusive, and open planning
process is critical to development of an optimal housing plan for Piedmont. Thoughtful planning
can reduce potential harm and transform growth into a benefit for the community, as a whole. For
the reasons outlined in the analysis above, this report recommends that the Planning Commission
recommend City Council authorize staff to send the draft Housing Element to California
Department of Housing and Community Development for review.
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ATTACHMENTS:
A Online

Draft 6th Cycle Piedmont Housing Element
https://www.piedmont.ca.gov/government/city_news___notifications/draft_housing_element_released

B Pages 16-19

Index and List of Housing Plan Policies and Programs

C Pages 20-92

Public Comment, received since March 24, 2022

D Pages93-105 Piedmont Housing Puzzle Engagement Report, dated May 6, 2022
E Online

F Online

Housing Advisory Committee Meeting Summary, April 19, 2022
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5fdea2c9d61098631976bacc/t/62745190de9b6a29481e4808/16517902
24319/5.4.22_Piedmont_HEU_HAC%232_Summary.pdf

Park Commission Meeting Video, May 4, 2022
https://piedmont.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=3&clip_id=2526

ATTACHMENT B
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MEMO
To:

Pierce Macdonald, Senior Planner, City of Piedmont

From:

Lisa Wise Consulting, Inc.

Date:

May 6, 2022

Subject:

ADMINISTRATIVE DRAFT – List of Policies and Programs, 6th Cycle Housing Element
Update

The purpose of this memo is to list the policies and programs in the Housing Element Update Public Review
Draft for inclusion in the staff report for the May 12, 2022, Planning Commission meeting.

Goal 1 Policies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policy 1.1: Adequate Sites
Policy 1.2: Housing Diversity
Policy 1.3: Promoting Residential Use
Policy 1.4: Context-Appropriate Programs
Policy 1.5: Accessory Dwelling Units
Policy 1.6: Accessory Dwelling Units in New or Expanded Homes
Policy 1.7: Housing in Commercial Districts
Policy 1.8: Mobile and Manufactured Housing
Policy 1.9: Maintaining Buildable Lots
Policy 1.10: Lot Mergers
Policy 1.11: Intergovernmental Coordination
Policy 1.12: Multi-family Housing City Service Fee
Policy 1.13: Remediation Grants

Goal 1 Programs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Program 1.A: Vacant Land Inventory
Program 1.B: Market-Rate Accessory Dwelling Units
Program 1.C: Public Engagement for Accessory Dwelling Units
Program 1.D: Allow Religious Institution Affiliated Housing Development in Zone A
Program 1.E: Require ADUs for New Single-Family Residence Construction
Program 1.F: Increase Allowances for Housing in Zone B
Program 1.G: Facilitating Multi-family Development in Zone C
Program 1.H: Increase Allowances for Housing in Zone D
Program 1.I: Lot Mergers to Facilitate Housing in Zone C and D
Program 1.J: SB 9 Facilitation Amendments
Program 1.K: City Services Impact Fee for Multi-family Housing
Program 1.L: Specific Plan
Program 1.M: Manufactured and Mobile Homes
Program 1.N: Municipal Services Parcel Study Tax
Program 1.O: Gas Station Remediation Study
Program 1.P: General Plan Amendments
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Goal 2 Policies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policy 2.1: Encouraging Private Reinvestment
Policy 2.2: Public Funds for Housing Maintenance
Policy 2.3: Availability of Small, More Affordable Homes
Policy 2.4: Code Enforcement
Policy 2.5: Use of Original Materials
Policy 2.6: Preservation of Multi-Family Housing
Policy 2.7: Home Occupations
Policy 2.8: Conservation of Rental Housing Opportunities

Goal 2 Programs
•
•
•
•

Program 2.A: CDBG Funding
Program 2.B: Availability of Small Homes
Program 2.C: Use of Original Materials and Construction Methods
Program 2.D: Condominium Conversions

Goal 3 Policies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policy 3.1: Rent-Restricted Accessory Dwelling Units
Policy 3.2: Occupancy of Permitted Accessory Dwelling Units
Policy 3.3: Legalization of ADUs
Policy 3.4: Accessory Dwelling Unit Building Regulations
Policy 3.5: Density Bonuses
Policy 3.7: Room Rentals
Policy 3.8: Inclusionary Housing

Goal 3 Programs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Program 3.A: Affordable Accessory Dwelling Unit Public Information Campaign
Program 3.B: Increase Number of Legal Accessory Dwelling Units
Program 3.C: Monitoring Accessory Dwelling Unit Missed Opportunities
Program 3.D: Monitoring Additional Accessory Dwelling Unit Development Opportunities
Program 3.E: Affordable Housing Fund
Program 3.F: Incentives for Rent-Restricted ADUs
Program 3.G: Inclusionary Housing

Goal 4 Policies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policy 4.1: Communicating Planning and Building Information
Policy 4.2: Planning and Building Standards
Policy 4.3: Expeditious Permitting
Policy 4.4: Updating Standards and Codes
Policy 4.5: Code Flexibility
Policy 4.6: Housing Coordinator
Policy 4.7: Infrastructure Maintenance
Policy 4.8: Infrastructure Prioritization for Lower Income Housing
Policy 4.9: Housing Finance Programs
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Goal 4 Programs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Program 4.A: Media Strategy
Program 4.B: Home Improvement Workshops
Program 4.C: Building Code Updates and Ongoing Enforcement
Program 4.D: Fee Review
Program 4.E: Temporary Staff Additions
Program 4.F: Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) Updates
Program 4.G: Monitoring the Effects of the City Charter
Program 4.H: Consider Modifications to Charter Regarding Zoning Amendments
Program 4.I: Health and Safety Code 17021.5 Compliance
Program 4.J: Small Lot Housing Study
Program 4.K: Small Lot Affordable Housing Study
Program 4.L: Allow Parking Reductions for Multi-Family, Mixed-Use, and Affordable Projects
Program 4.M: Facilitate Multi-Family and Residential Mixed-Use Projects by Right Subject to
Objective Standards
Program 4.N: Allow Transitional and Supportive Housing by Right in Zones that Allow Residential
Uses
Program 4.O: Allow Low Barrier Navigation Centers by Right in Zones that Allow Residential
Uses
Program 4.P: Residential Care Facilities
Program 4.Q: Parking Reductions for Persons with Disabilities, Seniors, and Other Housing
Types
Program 4.R: Permit Streamlining
Program 4.S: Prioritize Sewer Hookups for Residential Development for Lower-Income Housing
Program 4.T: Establish Standards for Emergency Shelters

Goal 5 Policies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policy 5.1: Retrofits for Diminished Mobility of Piedmont Residents
Policy 5.2: Accessory Dwelling Units, Shared Housing, and Seniors
Policy 5.3: Reasonable Accommodation
Policy 5.4: Extremely Low-Income Residents
Policy 5.5: Regional Approaches to Homelessness
Policy 5.6: Foreclosure
Policy 5.7: Persons with Disabilities

Goal 5 Programs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Program 5.A: Shared Housing Publicity and Media Initiative
Program 5.B: Shared Housing Matching Services
Program 5.C: Assistance to Nonprofit Developers
Program 5.D: Accommodations for Disabled Persons
Program 5.E: Housing Support for Families in Crisis
Program 5.F: EveryOne Home
Program 5.G: Faith Community Participation
Program 5.H: Housing for Extremely Low-Income Individuals and Households
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•
•
•

Program 5.I: Housing for Extremely Low-Income Families
Program 5.J: Developmentally Disabled Residents
Program 5.K: Transitional and Supportive Housing for Extremely Low-Income Residents

Goal 6 Policies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policy 6.1: Energy-Efficient Design
Policy 6.2: Energy-Efficient Materials
Policy 6.3: Weatherization
Policy 6.4: Renewable Energy
Policy 6.5: Energy Retrofits
Policy 6.6: Housing and Climate Change
Policy 6.7: Water Conservation

Goal 6 Programs
•
•
•
•

Program 6.A: Title 24 and Reach Codes
Program 6.B: Green Housing
Program 6.C: Renewable Energy Funding Assistance
Program 6.D: Financial Assistance

Goal 7 Policies
•
•
•
•

Policy 7.1: Housing Choice
Policy 7.2: County Fair Housing Programs
Policy 7.3: Fair Housing Enforcement
Policy 7.4: Fair Housing Education

Goal 7 Programs
•
•
•
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Program 7.A: Public Information
Program 7.B: Fair Housing Referrals
Program 7.C: Housing Equity
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4!*&1%.ÿ0)!-D0ÿ!.0ÿ-*0(1%0!,!"!.3ÿÿ.1ÿ(-1?!&*ÿ88*00ÿ.1ÿ*&:8.!1%5ÿ.-%0(1-..!1%ÿ%&ÿ*("13*%.ÿ6!.)ÿ.)*ÿ8:--*%.ÿ(-1(10"ÿ
.1ÿ("8*ÿ) "2ÿ12ÿ.)*ÿ"16F!%81*ÿ)1:0!%9ÿ!%ÿ%ÿ-* ÿ6!.)ÿ%1ÿ0!&*6 "D0ÿ%&ÿ6)!8)ÿ!0ÿ%1.ÿ6 "D,"*ÿ21-ÿ10.ÿ(*1("*ÿ.1ÿ%3ÿ12ÿ
.)10*ÿ8.*91-!*0=ÿ/!.)ÿ&!0.%8*ÿ0ÿÿ, --!*-ÿ%&ÿ%1ÿ0!&*6 "D0ÿ!%ÿ.)!0ÿ%*!9),1-)11&5ÿ8-0ÿ6!""ÿ,*ÿ-*E:!-*&ÿ21-ÿ-*0!&*%.0ÿ6)!8)ÿ
6!""ÿ&&ÿ.-22!8ÿ%&ÿ81%9*0.!1%ÿ%&ÿ(10*ÿÿ02*.3ÿ) I-&ÿ21-ÿ(*&*0.-!%05ÿ*0(*8!""3ÿ21-ÿ8)!"&-*%ÿ!%ÿ.)*ÿ%*!9),1-)11&=
ÿ-*ÿ"01ÿ81%8*-%*&ÿ.) .ÿ.)*ÿ8:--*%.ÿ("%0ÿ1?*-""ÿ-*ÿ:%-* "!0.!8ÿ%&ÿ:-9*ÿ.)*ÿ;!.3ÿ.1ÿ81%0!&*-ÿ0(-* &!%9ÿ"16ÿ!%81*ÿ
# !ÿ%&ÿ' ()%*ÿ+",*-. )/*
1
:
*&1%.ÿ,3ÿ8) %9!%9ÿI1%!%9ÿ"60ÿ.1ÿ""16ÿ+'J0ÿ%&ÿ:".!("*7ÿ)1:0!%9ÿK*0(*8!""3ÿ!%ÿL1%*0ÿ+ÿ%&ÿMÿ
+,,1..ÿ/ 35ÿ4!*&1%. 8-100!%0ÿ9.)ÿ*8ÿ-81!.030ÿÿ%"&"ÿ1ÿ-2*ÿ4!
?!0!%9ÿI1%!%9ÿ"60ÿ1%ÿN-%&ÿ+?*%:*ÿ.1ÿ""16ÿ:%!.0ÿ.) .ÿ-*ÿ)!9)*-ÿ.) %ÿAOÿ2**.=ÿÿN-%&ÿ+?*%:*ÿ
 !"
8:--*%."3ÿ) 0ÿ.)*ÿ!%2-0.-:8.:-*ÿ.) .ÿ.)!0ÿ%*!9),1-)11&ÿ"8D0ÿ"!D*ÿ0!&*6 "D05ÿ6!&*ÿ0.-**.05ÿ.-22!8ÿ"!9).05ÿ(:,"!8ÿ.-%0(1-..!1%ÿ
%&ÿ88*00ÿ.1ÿ*("13*%.G81*-8!"ÿI1%*0=ÿÿ/*ÿ"01ÿ:-9*ÿ.)*ÿ;!.3ÿ.1ÿ81%0!&*-ÿ-*FI1%!%9ÿ.)*ÿ;!.3ÿ8*%.*-ÿ.1ÿ""16ÿ
!%8-* 0*&ÿ188:( %83ÿ)1:0!%9=
C)*ÿ8:--*%.ÿ("%ÿ6!""ÿ81%.-!,:.*ÿ.1ÿ!%*22!8!*%.ÿ-*01:-8*ÿ""18.!1%ÿ%&ÿ(11-ÿ)1:0!%9ÿ1:.81*0=ÿÿ/!""ÿ.)*-*ÿ,*ÿ81(*%0.1-3ÿ
&  9*0ÿ21-ÿ22*8.*&ÿ(-1(*-.3ÿ16%*-0Pÿÿ/) .ÿ!0ÿ.)*ÿ("%ÿ.1ÿ08"*ÿ:(ÿ(:,"!8ÿ0*-?!8*0ÿ"!D*ÿ0%!..!1%5ÿ0*6*-05ÿ(1"":.!1%ÿ
-*&:8.!1%ÿ%&ÿ(:,"!8ÿ*&:8.!1%PÿQ2ÿ%*6ÿ)1:0!%9ÿ..-8.0ÿ%*6ÿ-*0!&*%.05ÿ.)*%ÿ.)*ÿ8!.3ÿ:0.ÿ) ?*ÿ.)*ÿ2!% %8*0ÿ%&ÿÿ("%ÿ.1ÿ
# !ÿ%&ÿ' ()%*ÿ+",*-. &*E: .*"3ÿ*7( %&ÿ:%!8!( "ÿ0*-?!8*0ÿ.1ÿ?1!&ÿ(*-(*.: .!%9ÿ)!0.1-!8"ÿ&!08-!!% .!1%ÿ!%ÿ.)*ÿ(-1?!0!1%ÿ12ÿ:%!8!( "ÿ0*-?!8*0ÿ.1ÿ
+,,1..ÿ/ 35ÿ4!*&1%. "16ÿ!%81*ÿ81:%!.!*0=ÿ
 !"
# !0!%9ÿ(-1(*-.3ÿ.7*0ÿ.1ÿ2!% %8*ÿ!%8-**%."ÿ:%!8!( "ÿ0*-?!8*0ÿ0)1:"&ÿ%1.ÿ,*ÿ%ÿ1(.!1%5ÿ*0(*8!""3ÿ21-ÿ.)10*ÿ12ÿ:0ÿ6)1ÿ-*ÿ
-*.!-**0ÿ%&G1-ÿ) ?*ÿ"!!.*&ÿ!%81*=ÿÿR10.ÿ; "!21-%!%0ÿ) ?*ÿ.)*!-ÿ0?!%90ÿ!%ÿ(-1(*-.3ÿ?":*5ÿ%&ÿ1:-ÿ!*&!.*ÿ
%*!9),1-)11&ÿ6!""ÿ8*-.!%"3ÿ*7(*-!*%8*ÿÿ&!0(-1(1-.!1% .*ÿ%*9 .!?*ÿ!( 8.ÿ1%ÿ.)*ÿ?":*0ÿ12ÿ1:-ÿ)1*0ÿ&:*ÿ.1ÿ.)*ÿ!%8-* 0*&ÿ
&*%0!.3ÿ12ÿ"16F!%81*ÿ)1:0!%9ÿ!%ÿ1%*ÿ0 ""ÿ%*!9),1-)11&ÿ1%ÿ.)*ÿ1:.0D!-.0ÿ12ÿ4!*&1%.=ÿC)*-*ÿ-*ÿ0.:&!*0ÿ.) .ÿ0:((1-.ÿ)16ÿ
"16F!%81*ÿ)1:0!%9ÿ'HSÿ"16*-ÿ0:--1:%&!%9ÿ(-1(*-.3ÿ?":*0ÿ6)*%ÿ!.ÿ!0ÿ99-*9 .*&ÿ!%ÿ1%*ÿ"18.!1%ÿ6!.)!%ÿÿ8!.3=
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# !ÿ%&ÿ' ()%*ÿ+",*-.  -.)67 8*ÿ#!98<
+,,/..ÿ0 12ÿ3!*&/%. I)*ÿ(-/(/9*&ÿ"/:.!/%ÿ/4ÿ) "4ÿ/4ÿ"/>R!%:/*ÿ)/79!%?ÿ!9ÿ:"/9*9.ÿ./ÿ.)*ÿV 1> -&ÿD 7".ÿ"!%*AÿI)*ÿV 1> -&ÿ47".ÿ) 9ÿÿ-*".!=*"1ÿ
9)/-.ÿ-*:7--*%:*ÿ.!*ÿ4/-ÿ* -.)67 8*92ÿ9/ÿ.)*ÿ*Q(*:..!/%ÿ!9ÿ.) .ÿ>*ÿ-*ÿ&7*ÿ4/-ÿÿ,!?ÿ/%*AÿÿI)*-*ÿ!9ÿÿWNÿ(*-:*%.ÿ"!8*"!)//&ÿ
/4ÿÿXAWÿ* -.)67 8*ÿ/-ÿ"-?*-ÿ) ((*%!%?ÿ"/%?ÿ.)*ÿV 1> -&ÿ47".2ÿ>)!:)ÿ!9ÿ:/%9!&*-*&ÿ.)*ÿ/9.ÿ& %?*-/79ÿ!%ÿ.)*ÿYHA

1234567ÿ9 ÿ0 1ÿ544267ÿÿ 27156ÿÿ2562
2753ÿ5ÿ
544 617156ÿ 5442675
544267ÿ 27156
41ÿ562ÿ ÿ
27
0!"&4!-*ÿ5ÿ -.)67 8*ÿ#!98ÿ%&ÿ.)*ÿ*:/%/!:ÿ%&ÿ)7 %ÿ:/9.ÿ./ÿ.)*ÿ;/7%!.1<
=:7 .!/%
0*ÿ"!=*ÿ!%ÿÿ(/(7"/79ÿ:/7%!.1ÿ>)*-*ÿ.)*ÿ)!?)*9.ÿ&*%9!.1ÿ/4ÿ%*>ÿ)/79!%?ÿ!9ÿ,*!%?ÿ(-/(/9*&ÿ4/-ÿ.)*ÿ-!98!*9.ÿ>!"&4!-*ÿ@/%*ÿ!%ÿ
3!*&/%.AÿB%ÿ4:.2ÿ9/*ÿ/4ÿ.)*ÿ(-/(/9*&ÿ%*>ÿ)/*9ÿ-*ÿ"/:.*&ÿ>)*-*ÿ.)*ÿC 8"%&ÿD!-*9./-ÿ/::7--*&ÿ!%ÿEFFEGÿH**ÿ
..:)*&ÿ (A
!9ÿ!9ÿ%ÿ-* ÿ/4ÿ.)*ÿ:/7%!.1ÿ.) .ÿ!9ÿ.ÿ)!?)*9.ÿ-!98ÿ4-/ÿ>!"&4!-*ÿ:/( -*&ÿ./ÿ.)*ÿ-*9.ÿ/4ÿ3!*&/%.AÿÿH/ÿ %1ÿ; "!4/-%!ÿ
# !ÿ%&ÿ' ()%*ÿ+",*-. I)
>!
"
* &"1ÿ.-44!:ÿJ92ÿ%&ÿBÿÿ%/.ÿ9**!%?ÿ*%/7?)ÿ-/ &9ÿK%/-ÿ-*ÿ.)*ÿ:7--*%.ÿ-/ &9ÿ9!@*&Lÿ./ÿ"* &ÿ
+,,/..ÿ0 12ÿ3!*&/%. 9/ÿ&4!-*%ÿ1*ÿ=%*:!?7),.!//-%99ÿÿ../7ÿ-9%ÿ4!*%..1/Aÿÿ&ÿC7
-ÿ% --/>ÿ-/ &9ÿ) =*ÿ-*9.-!:.*&ÿ::*992ÿ%&ÿ.)*9*ÿ-/ &ÿ:/%&!.!/%9ÿ:/7"&ÿ"* &ÿ./ÿ(-/,"*9ÿ4/-ÿ
 !"
**-?*%:1ÿ-*9(/%&*-9ÿ9ÿ>*""ÿ9ÿ(*/("*ÿ*=:7 .!%?A
0*ÿ%**&ÿ-* "!9.!:ÿ%&ÿ(7,"!:"1ÿ=!","*ÿ*=:7 .!/%ÿ("%9ÿ>!.)ÿ-/7.*ÿ (9ÿ%&ÿ@/%*9AÿI)*-*ÿ>*-*ÿ.ÿ"* 9.ÿEMÿ&* .)9ÿ!%ÿ.)*ÿ
3 -&!9*ÿ; (ÿD!-*ÿ/4ÿ(*/("*ÿ>)/ÿ&!*&ÿ!%ÿ.)*!-ÿ=*)!:"*9ÿ.-1!%?ÿ./ÿ*9:(*AÿÿI)*ÿ;*& -ÿD!-*ÿ!%ÿH %ÿ'!*?/ÿKNMMOLÿ"9/ÿ:"!*&ÿ
EMÿ"!=*9ÿ/4ÿ(*/("*ÿ.-1!%?ÿ./ÿ*9:(*ÿ!%ÿ.)*!-ÿ:-9AÿP -?*2ÿ7%&*=*"/(*&ÿ* &/>9ÿ:%ÿ/4.*%.!*9ÿ9*-=*ÿ9ÿÿ-*47?*ÿ4-/ÿ
>!"&4!-*9AÿÿI)*ÿ;!.1ÿ%&ÿH..*ÿ9)/7"&ÿ,*ÿ 8!%?ÿ!.ÿ) -&*-ÿ./ÿ,7!"&ÿ!%ÿ/(*%ÿ9( :*9ÿ/%ÿ4!-*ÿ"!%*9ÿ%&ÿ9)/7"&ÿ"//8ÿ./ÿ!%4!""ÿ.)*ÿ:!.1ÿ
:*%.*-ÿ!%9.* &A
I/ÿ!?%/-*ÿ/-ÿ&/>%("1ÿ.)*ÿ-!98ÿ>)*%ÿ.)*ÿ4!-*ÿ9* 9/%ÿ) 9ÿ,**%ÿ*Q.*%&*&ÿ./ÿ%ÿ""R1* -ÿ-/7%&ÿ*=*%.ÿ!9ÿÿ.-?*&1ÿ> !.!%?ÿ./ÿ
) ((*%AÿÿB.S9ÿ%/.ÿÿ67*9.!/%ÿ/4ÿT!4Uÿ,7.ÿT>)*%Uÿÿ J/-ÿ4!-*ÿ>!""ÿ)!.ÿ/7-ÿ-* Aÿ# .!/ÿ/4ÿ(*/("*ÿ./ÿ"!!.*&ÿ*=:7 .!/%ÿ-/7.*9ÿ9)/7"&ÿ
,*ÿÿ J/-ÿ:/%:*-%A
# !ÿ%&ÿ' ()%*ÿ+",*-.
+,,/..ÿ0 12ÿ3!*&/%.
 !"
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# ?ÿN/&) ÿ%&ÿ+%%*ÿ
O*5:/*-

0*ÿ-*ÿ5-!.!%<ÿ>!-6.ÿ./ÿ:/*%&ÿ.)*ÿ</ "ÿ/>ÿ3!*&/%.ÿ./ÿ(-/E!&*ÿ/-*ÿ>>/-& ,"*ÿ)/96!%<ÿ%&ÿ&!E*-6!>1ÿ.)*ÿ&*/<-()!:6ÿ/>ÿ
/9-ÿ:!.1CÿÿN*:/%&2ÿ".)/9<)ÿ5*ÿ-*ÿ!%ÿ>E/-ÿ/>ÿ.)!6ÿ</ "2ÿ5*ÿ) E*ÿ6(*:!>!:ÿ:/%:*-%6ÿ,/9.ÿ.)*ÿ(-/(/6*&ÿ("%Cÿ0*ÿ"!E*ÿ.ÿCCCCCÿ
0)*%ÿ5*ÿ(9-:) 6*&ÿ.)!6ÿ)/96*2ÿ5*ÿF%*5ÿ!.ÿ5/9"&ÿ,*ÿ/9-ÿV>/-*E*-Vÿ)/*MMÿ(":*ÿ5)*-*ÿ5*ÿ5!""ÿ-!6*ÿ/9-ÿ6/%6ÿ=<*6ÿWÿ%&ÿ
I@ÿ%&ÿ.F*ÿ( -.ÿ!%ÿ.)*ÿE!,-%.ÿ3!*&/%.ÿ:/9%!.1Cÿ0*ÿ5*-*ÿ&-5%ÿ!%ÿ,1ÿ.)*ÿ.-%U9!"!.1ÿ/>ÿ/9-ÿ"!.."*ÿ%*!<),/-)//&2ÿ.)*ÿU9!*.ÿ
6.-**.62ÿ%&ÿ.)*ÿ>-!*%&"1ÿ%*!<),/-6CÿD9-ÿ( -.ÿ/>ÿ./5%ÿ*%:/( 66*6ÿÿ6 ""ÿ-* ÿ/>ÿXTJÿ)/*6ÿ5)*-*ÿ%*!<),/-6ÿ5 "Fÿ.)*!-ÿ
&/<6ÿ!%ÿ.)*ÿ6.-**.62ÿF!&6ÿ-9%ÿ,*.5**%ÿ)/96*6ÿ%&ÿ5*ÿ:%ÿ*%?/1ÿ.)*ÿ.-**62ÿ,!-&6ÿ%&ÿ,* 9.1ÿ/>ÿ/9-ÿ69--/9%&!%<6ÿMÿ9:)ÿ"!F*ÿ
/.)*-ÿ-* 6ÿ!%ÿ3!*&/%.CÿQ//F!%<ÿ.ÿ.)*ÿ(-/(/6"2ÿ!.ÿ6**6ÿÿ&!6(-/(/-.!/% .*"1ÿ)!<)ÿ:/%:*%.-.!/%ÿ/>ÿ&*%6*-2ÿ/-*ÿ
>>/-& ,"*ÿ)/96!%<ÿ=KGIÿ9%!.6@ÿ5/9"&ÿ,*ÿ&&*&ÿ./ÿ/9-ÿ%*!<),/-)//&Cÿ0)!"*ÿ5*ÿ5*":/*ÿ.)*ÿ!%:-* 6*ÿ!%ÿ)/96!%<2ÿ%&ÿ5/9"&ÿ
&*>!%!.*"1ÿ5*":/*ÿ%*5ÿ%*!<),/-62ÿ.)!6ÿ6(*:!>!:ÿ(-/(/6"ÿ!6ÿ:/%:*-%!%<ÿ./ÿ96C

123456 9 ÿ0 1ÿ544267ÿÿ 27156ÿÿ2562
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4/*/5%*-67ÿ8%69-%:*
;9!"&!%<ÿ%*5ÿ6.-9:.9-*6ÿ=5!"&>!-*6ÿ?9(ÿ>-/ÿ6.-9:.9-*ÿ./ÿ6.-9:.9-*@ÿ5!""ÿ:-* .*ÿ%ÿ9%&9*ÿ,9-&*%ÿ/%ÿ*A!6.!%<ÿ)/*/5%*-6ÿ.) .ÿ
# !ÿ%&ÿ' ()%*ÿ+",*-. .)*ÿB!.1ÿ!6ÿ>/-:!%<ÿ/%ÿ96Cÿ8%:-* 6*&ÿ!%69-%:*ÿ:/6.6ÿ/-ÿ%/.ÿ,*!%<ÿ,"*ÿ./ÿ<*.ÿ!%69-%:*ÿ.ÿ""ÿ!6ÿÿ>/-*</%*ÿ:/%:"96!/%CÿÿD9-ÿ
+,,/..ÿ0 12ÿ3!*&/%. !%69-%:*ÿ!6ÿ"-* &1ÿ6/ÿ*A(*%6!E*2ÿ%&ÿ(-*!96ÿ-*ÿ/%ÿ.)*ÿ-!6*ÿ>/-ÿ)/*/5%*-6ÿ!%ÿ-* 6ÿ.ÿ-!6Fÿ/>ÿ5!"&>!-*6ÿ=1ÿ(-*!9ÿ
5)*%ÿ9(ÿGGHÿ"6.ÿ1* -@2ÿ%&ÿ6/*ÿ!%69-*-6ÿ-*ÿ-*>96!%<ÿ./ÿ-*%*5ÿ(/"!:!*6ÿ>/-ÿ(*/("*ÿ!%ÿ/9-ÿ-* ÿ6ÿ) ((*%*&ÿ./ÿ96ÿ!%ÿIJKIÿ
 !"
%&ÿ %1ÿ/>ÿ1ÿ%*!<),/-6ÿ/-*ÿ-*:*%."1Cÿÿ
L)*ÿ:9--*%.ÿ(-/(/6"ÿ!6ÿ,9!"&!%<ÿ!%ÿ/9-ÿ5!"&"%&M9-, %ÿ!%.*->:*Cÿÿ;9!"&!%<ÿ!%ÿ.)!6ÿ-* ÿ(":*6ÿ.)*ÿ,9-&*%ÿ/>ÿ( 1!%<ÿ>/-ÿ
!%:-* 6*&ÿ5!"&>!-*6ÿ6/"*"1ÿ/%ÿ.)*ÿ-*6!&*%.6ÿ5)/ÿ"!E*ÿ%* -ÿ.)*6*ÿ>!-*ÿ"!%*6CÿÿL)*ÿN..*ÿ%&ÿ.)*ÿB!.1ÿ%**&ÿ./ÿ!.!< .*ÿ:"! .*ÿ-!6Fÿ
>/-ÿ.)*ÿ*A!6.!%<ÿ)/*/5%*-62ÿ%/.ÿ*%:/9-<*ÿ-*:F"*66ÿ,9!"&!%<ÿ!%ÿ)!<)ÿ-!6Fÿ>!-*ÿ-* 6C
8ÿÿÿ-*6!&*%.ÿ/>ÿ3!*&/%.ÿ%&ÿ5!6)ÿ./ÿ*A(-*66ÿ1ÿ6.-/%<ÿ/,?*:.!/%ÿ./ÿ.)*ÿQ/5M8%:/*ÿ)/96!%<ÿ("%Cÿÿ8ÿ:9--*%."1ÿ-*6!&*ÿ.ÿ
CCCC2ÿÿ6 ""ÿ*%:"E*ÿ/>ÿ,/9.ÿGJÿ)/*6CÿÿR/-*ÿ6(*:!>!:""12ÿ.)*-*ÿ-*ÿ,/9.ÿSÿ)/*6ÿ,/E*ÿN(-!%<ÿL-!"CÿÿL)*ÿ("%6ÿ./ÿ&&ÿTJÿ
)/*6ÿ/%ÿN(-!%<ÿL-!"ÿ=6**6ÿ-.)*-ÿ&!>>!:9".@ÿÿ!62ÿ.)*-*>/-*2ÿÿ(/.*%.!"ÿ&!66.*-ÿ>/-ÿ96ÿ6ÿ!.ÿ5/9"&ÿ!%:-* 6*ÿ&*%6!.1ÿ,1ÿIJÿ>/"&ÿ
5)*-*ÿ6ÿ6*E*-"ÿ/.)*-ÿ(/66!,"*ÿ6!.*6ÿ=!%:"9&!%<ÿ.)*ÿ,96!%*66ÿ:*%.*-@ÿ-*ÿ9%./9:)*&Cÿ8.ÿ!6ÿ:"* -ÿ.)!6ÿ("%ÿ&!&ÿ%/.ÿ6*-!/96"1ÿ
:/%6!&*-ÿ/.)*-ÿ/(.!/%6ÿ!%ÿ3!*&/%.ÿ%&ÿ669*6ÿ.) .ÿ5*ÿ-*ÿ%/.ÿ</!%<ÿ./ÿ-*6!6.ÿ.)!6ÿ("%ÿ5!.)ÿ""ÿE!","*ÿ.//"6CÿÿD9-ÿ
%*!<),/-6ÿ(9-:) 6*&ÿ.)*!-ÿ)/*ÿ"6.ÿ1* -CÿÿL) .ÿ!62ÿ.)*1ÿ(9.ÿ9(ÿ.)*!-ÿ"!>*ÿ6E!%<6ÿ./ÿ:/*ÿ9(ÿ5!.)ÿÿIJÿ(*-:*%.ÿ&/5%ÿ
( 1*%.CÿÿL)!6ÿ("%ÿ5!""ÿ*>>*:.!E*"1ÿ5!(*ÿ.)*ÿ/9.ÿ%&ÿ6*E*-*"1ÿ&!!%!6)ÿ.)*!-ÿ,!"!.1ÿ./ÿ*%?/1ÿ.)*!-ÿ/6.ÿ(-*:!/96ÿ!%E*6.*%.Cÿ8ÿ
) E*ÿ&!6:966*&ÿ.)!6ÿ ..*-ÿ5!.)ÿ%ÿ*A(*-!*%:*&ÿ../-%*1ÿ%&ÿ("%ÿ./ÿ,-!%<ÿ69!.ÿ< !%6.ÿ.)*ÿ:!.1ÿ<!E*%ÿ.)*ÿ:/%:*%.-.!/%ÿ/>ÿ
 !"
# ,!%ÿO ,!P&*)
)/96!%<ÿ!%ÿÿ6 ""ÿ*%:"E*ÿ!%ÿ./5%ÿ5!.)/9.ÿ6*-!/96ÿ:/%6!&*-.!/%ÿ./ÿ/.)*-ÿ6!.*6C
Abbott Way, Piedmont
8ÿ"* -%*&ÿ.ÿÿ1/9%<ÿ<*ÿ.) .ÿ:96!%<ÿ>!% %:!"ÿ) -ÿ./ÿ(*/("*ÿ!6ÿ%ÿ:.ÿ/>ÿE!/"*%:*Cÿÿ8ÿ5 %.ÿ1/9ÿ./ÿF%/52ÿ.) .ÿ6ÿÿ<-/9(2ÿ5*ÿ
5!""ÿ%/.ÿ!<%/-*ÿ.)!6ÿ:.ÿ/>ÿE!/"*%:*ÿ%&ÿ5!""ÿ>!<).ÿ.)!6ÿ("%ÿ5!.)ÿ*E*-1ÿ"*< "ÿE*%9*ÿ5*ÿ:%ÿ % <*CÿÿL)*ÿ".*-% .!E*ÿ
=69,6.%.!"ÿ%&ÿ9%M*U9 "ÿ"/66ÿ!%ÿE"9*ÿ%&ÿ*%?/1*%.@ÿ!6ÿ>-ÿ/-*ÿ:/6."1C
ÿ
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1!0234ÿ.,ÿ0,ÿ/'*/,0*,(ÿ.!3)ÿ25,367ÿ8,ÿ('ÿ*'3ÿ) 9,ÿ3),ÿ!*50230:/3:0,ÿ3'ÿ2:;;'03ÿ<=>ÿ3),ÿ*:?,0ÿ'5ÿ)',2ÿ!*ÿ3),ÿ0, 7ÿ@:0ÿ
230,,32ÿ0,ÿ* 00'.4ÿ.!3)ÿ?"!*(ÿ3:0*27ÿA),0,ÿ0,ÿ*'ÿ2!(,. "B24ÿ*'0ÿ!2ÿ3),0,ÿ0''ÿ3'ÿ?:!"(ÿ3),7ÿ8!3)ÿ2'ÿ *6ÿ6':*CÿB!(2ÿ
# $ÿ&'() ÿ*(ÿ+**,ÿ 0':*(ÿD2',ÿ'5ÿ.)'ÿ. "Bÿ!*ÿ3),ÿ0' (ÿ3'ÿ3B,ÿ3),ÿ&;0!*CÿE 3)ÿ'*ÿ3),!0ÿ. 6ÿ3'ÿ2/)''"F4ÿ.,ÿ5, 0ÿ3),6ÿ.':"(ÿ*'3ÿ?,ÿ?",ÿ3'ÿ
 !"
25,"6ÿ* 9!C 3,ÿ3),ÿ*,!C)?'0)''(ÿ.!3)ÿ3),ÿ!*,9!3?",ÿ!*/0, 2,ÿ!*ÿ/0ÿ3055!/ÿ'*ÿ3),ÿ0' (27ÿ1:03),0'0,4ÿ.!3)ÿ.!"(5!0,ÿ;'2!*Cÿÿ
-,./',0
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Mixed -use zoning to allow business uses to remain with housing above. Since
housing almost always is more profitable to develop, require mixed-use with
business/not-for-profit tenancy, not just vacant space. Consider affordability as
well. Does Piedmont work to house its teachers and first responders, etc.?
has Piedmont considered housing for teachers and first responders who work in
Piedmont? any consideration of affordability? locations like this one could be a
good opportunity for lovely townhouses
keep businesses - mixed-use zoning

Like the idea of supporting emergency and rec uses but not additional housing
Close access to Park Ave and Montclair for public transport and shops
Super congested already---bad city planning
Close to public transit and retail best for dense living.
it would be great if in development the density could be varied so there were
different housing types - townhomes, apartments, etc.

5/2/2022 16:09
5/2/2022 16:09
5/1/2022 20:52
4/30/2022 3:24

210.53 4/29/2022 22:53

4.94 4/29/2022 22:53
20.41 4/29/2022 22:53

I - Grassy Strip and Median along Highland Aven
J - Zone D - Gas Station, Mulberry's, Bank of Am

86.54 4/29/2022 22:53

0
40
0
210.53

5/2/2022 16:09
5/2/2022 16:09

5/2/2022 16:09

5/2/2022 18:16
5/2/2022 16:09
5/2/2022 16:09
5/2/2022 16:09
5/2/2022 16:09
5/2/2022 16:09
5/2/2022 16:09

5/2/2022 18:16

5/2/2022 18:16

Date
5/2/2022 18:16

D - Zone D - Ace Hardware, Sylvan Learning Cen

C - Properties in Zone C, Multi-family Zone

M - City Hall, Veterans Hall, Corey Reich Tennis
Z - Zion Lutheran Property
B - Piedmont Community Church Property, 400
D - Zone D - Ace Hardware, Sylvan Learning Cen

166.67
0

0

J - Zone D - Gas Station, Mulberry's, Bank of Am

166.67

K - Redevelop City Corporation Yard

24.24
0
96.15
210.53
31.25
23.81
0

210.53

D - Zone D - Ace Hardware, Sylvan Learning Cen

L - Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue
B - Piedmont Community Church Property, 400
C - Properties in Zone C, Multi-family Zone
D - Zone D - Ace Hardware, Sylvan Learning Cen
F - Corpus Christi School Property
G - Linda Dog Park, 333 Linda Avenue
I - Grassy Strip and Median along Highland Aven

Change
96.15

Item
C - Properties in Zone C, Multi-family Zone

Housing could make sense here (along Moraga thoroughfare) as along as Coaches
Field is not disturbed. Piedmont already has too few rec fields / spaces
K - Redevelop City Corporation Yard
Would love to turn this into soccer fields which we are desperately in need of
L - Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue

I think it's important to develop this area into a park with soccer fields. Piedmont
desperately needs more soccer fields! Given that I needed a few more units, I
added some to this location...hoping that still allows for space for soccer.
Deprioritize for housing - maintain quiet nature of city center
Close access to school, transportation, retail shops and restaurants
Access to transportation and retail shops, grocery and restaurants
Close access to Park Ave transportation and retail shops and restaurants
Close access to school, public transport and shops
Deprioritize for housing - surrounded by single family homes
Offering new commercial options would be interesting but not housing. Prioritize
needs of surrounding single family homes (quiet, parking)

Comment
Lots of great options and the #2 place to place units (Zone D is best location).
This is absolutely the #1 place to put units. I'd add retail at the ground floor. Great
access to public transportation and easy walk to commercial.
Great area to add units. Ideally the Blair Park (L) gets turned into a park with
soccer fields (desperately needed).

PIEDMONT HOUSING PUZZLE COMMENTS - March 24 to May 1, 2022
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166.67 4/29/2022 18:01

K - Redevelop City Corporation Yard

Adding some housing here would change the nature of the Piedmont City Center.
Perhaps the city buildings in place could be reidentified for community need.
My comments are in the specific areas.
Actually, why is the maximum 183, each house could turn their garage into an
ADU according to CA state law
Redeveloping a park into housing is quite a drastic step compared to allowing
more ADUs in the AE zone or redeveloping a larger area of the corporation yard
into usable space
Do we need giant banks downtown? An ATM seems sufficient
Honestly, do we need the public works facilities to be inside city limits? What
about acquiring or leasing land in Oakland and developing the corporation yard
into high-density housing? Has the advantage of easy access to CA-13 and frankly
the nearby neighbors may prefer a well designed housing complex to an ugly
corporation yard (I could be wrong)
This park is really underutilized and could be a good spot for townhomes, with
easy access to CA-13
Please convert this useless Bank of America into some kind of restaurant or cafe
please!

J - Zone D - Gas Station, Mulberry's, Bank of Am

0 4/28/2022 20:36

48.48 4/29/2022 17:52

L - Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue

0 4/29/2022 17:52
96.94 4/29/2022 17:52

G - Linda Dog Park, 333 Linda Avenue
J - Zone D - Gas Station, Mulberry's, Bank of Am

166.67 4/29/2022 17:52

182 4/29/2022 17:52

AE - Private single-family properties throughout

K - Redevelop City Corporation Yard

25.86 4/29/2022 18:01
0 4/29/2022 18:01

M - City Hall, Veterans Hall, Corey Reich Tennis
RHNA Allocation

181.82 4/29/2022 18:01

31.75 4/29/2022 18:01

40 4/29/2022 22:53

166.67 4/29/2022 22:53

G - Linda Dog Park, 333 Linda Avenue

Z - Zion Lutheran Property

K - Redevelop City Corporation Yard

How will public transportation be delivered to this area?
What would be the main routes drivers would take to this community?
Why is this area not already open to the Piedmont comunity and public as a park? L - Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue

this could be a great place for Piedmont to add some new multi-family housing
with greater density than is typical in the city - and to consider affordability
could be a very interesting venture - lots of unique opportunities with the Church
and school and the location on Park with access to bus, etc.
Like the newer condeos below the dog park, this could be high end bt smaller unit
syle condos and townhouses. Good transportation and walkablility score. Good
for the senior set and city employee preference houseing, teachers, fire dept, rec
center, city admin, etc
The corporation yard seems a good area to put the multi unit type development.
There is a main road already in place, public transportation route, and in walking
distance for someone who is fit to school and to area's of interest. IT will also not
negatively affect the main part of the community with added traffic becasue of
normal commute.
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No. This needs to be maintained and improved as open space -- for both the
human and animal populations of the area. Piedmont has less open park space
than surrounding areas, and I believe we're below the national standard.
If the tennis courts in the center of town are being proposed, why not the City of
Oakland owned Davie Tennis Stadium (within Piedmont city limits)? Eminent
domain that place and let Oaklanders ironically complain about Piedmont building
affordable housing instead of letting them keep a tennis stadium. Oakland has
plenty of other property to build a tennis stadium.
This is very confusing. I'm just adding these here to account for housing created
by ADUs and letting people split parcels to build additional homes. There could be
more.
This just seems dumb to include this. We're not tearing down our community
church in the center of town for housing. Why do you even have non-starters on
here?
Again! Why are we even suggesting getting rid of a thriving church and school?
This is dumb.
No! It's offensive to even be suggesting this.
Ditto. Stop with the anti-religious suggestions. It's really offensive.
If a church decides it can no longer function, it will sell its property and then we
can have these discussions. Until then, it's offensive to suggest getting rid of
them.

We need to focus on the Estates Zone. These are large lots, and mansions could
be remodeled as condos and new multi-unit housing built on excess land. An
outreach effort needs to be made to homeowners in this zone. It is not
inconceivable that many will see the justice and benefit of their property being
sold to a developer who can convert it into multifamily housing. This is especially
possible in cases where the homeowners' heirs live elsewhere and understand the
inequities brought about by intergenerational wealth transfer and the
unprecendented levels of wealth concentration we are experience in this country.
This should be recreation space, if you're talking about the space between the
Oakland Ave bridge and Linda Beach field
What happened to the idea of the owner of the Shell station to convert that to
multi-unit housing?
Not sure if there's any room here, but Kehilla would be disposed to the social
justice angle

0
0
0.45

F - Corpus Christi School Property
H - Kehilla Synagogue Property, 1300 Grand Ave
N - Plymouth Church Properties on Olive Avenu

0

0

B - Piedmont Community Church Property, 400

Z - Zion Lutheran Property

182

4/28/2022 1:05

4/28/2022 1:05
4/28/2022 1:05
4/28/2022 1:05

4/28/2022 1:05

4/28/2022 1:05

34.48 4/28/2022 17:44

AE - Private single-family properties throughout

M - City Hall, Veterans Hall, Corey Reich Tennis

0 4/28/2022 18:05

6.91 4/28/2022 18:05

H - Kehilla Synagogue Property, 1300 Grand Ave

L - Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue

78.95 4/28/2022 18:05

0 4/28/2022 18:05

182 4/28/2022 18:05

D - Zone D - Ace Hardware, Sylvan Learning Cen

C - Properties in Zone C, Multi-family Zone

AE - Private single-family properties throughout
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this site is one of two sites large enough to build an affordable project capable of
meeting our ELI/VLI goals- it must be considered. The site could be developed in a
way to retain and improve park land. Without these larger sites it is simply
impossible to actually meet the goal of building our ELI/VLI RHNA requirement
These are great sites, close to schools and services. These are likely to take a long
time to redevelop, however-- but let's start planning!
I did not even realize the church had a parking lot. This seems like a great option
for housing with parking underground.
I support housing along Grand Avenue and adjacent lots, including this
intersection.

Important that the HE include more than the needed number of housing units as
it is unlikely that all of the locations will develop and not providing excess capacity
for development will mean the City has not successfully authorized the amount of
development needed to meet our RHNA numbers. Please don't treat this like a
check the box exercise - Piedmont must do its part.
Lots splits in Zone E should should be encouraged. ADUs that are rented may be
counted but not those used for other purposes.
Displacement of current tenants should be avoided
Public land should be used only for affordable housing. Market rate units or
above moderate should be built on privately owned land.
Given the history at Blair Park some open space for an enclosed dog run and
heritage trees should be preserved.
It is important to allow increased density in Piedmont's historically single family
neighborhoods. This could be through ADUs, duplexes, triplexes etc.
These are well located sites with transportation where we should zone for
increased housing density. But because they have existing economically viable
uses, they are unlikely to be actually redeveloped quickly. We should not count on
these to meet a signifiant portion of our RHNA obligation.
This is a great site and our best opportunity to build a feasible affordable housing
development soon. this is one of the few sites in Piedmont that can build a
community that is large enough to be financially feasible and meet our ELI/VLI
goals

This has always seemed like the most realistic place to build new housing,
especially multi-unit housing

68.97 4/26/2022 14:17
29.85
96.15

M - City Hall, Veterans Hall, Corey Reich Tennis
B - Piedmont Community Church Property, 400
C - Properties in Zone C, Multi-family Zone

4/26/2022 4:02

4/26/2022 4:02

72.73 4/26/2022 14:17

L - Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue

75.76 4/26/2022 14:17

105.26 4/26/2022 14:17

D - Zone D - Ace Hardware, Sylvan Learning Cen

K - Redevelop City Corporation Yard

147 4/26/2022 14:17

60.61 4/26/2022 16:52

L - Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue
AE - Private single-family properties throughout

121.21 4/26/2022 16:52

K - Redevelop City Corporation Yard

63 4/26/2022 16:52
19.23 4/26/2022 16:52

AE - Private single-family properties throughout
C - Properties in Zone C, Multi-family Zone

4/28/2022 0:42

182 4/26/2022 22:31

193.94

AE - Private single-family properties throughout

L - Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue
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This is an area prime for an update. The BofA is currently unused. Gas stations will
soon be obsolete as we transition to electric vehicles to address climate change
before it's too late. This area combined with the police station and veterans
building could be redesigned together to include the banks and Mulberry's in a
visually appealing way that also features substantial affordable housing.
The city's owned site are the easiest and biggest opportunity for adding housing
because the land would not cost money. The city should seriously consider the
corporation yard as well as the skatepark.
Blair Park, the city's largest owned property, is the most logical place for
affordable housing. This is highly underutilized open space. I regularly drive by and
see one person or nobody using this space. Affordable housing could be designed
for this space in a way that includes open space that gets far more use than what
is there now and even has more appealing greenery. It can be done in a way that
would not hurt neighbors who live above the park and it could be done in a way
that minimizes traffic impacts on Moraga, for instnace by widening part of the
road by this property.
It makes total sense to consider the tennis courts especially for housing. The
housing could be designed in a way that retains the tennis courts, perhaps on the
roof. It also makes sense to look at the veterans hall and city hall as part of the
plan. Finally, while we are considering tennis courts, why not look at the ones by
Hampton Field and off HIghland behind the dog park too.
we should be promoting ADUs while being realistic about affordability and
production numbers. Owners of large lots should be able to subdivide their
properties to create additional legal lots, and duplexes/triplexes/fourplexes
should be allowed on the larger and the smaller lots.

166.67

193.94

112.07

42

L - Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue

M - City Hall, Veterans Hall, Corey Reich Tennis

AE - Private single-family properties throughout

4/26/2022 3:33

4/26/2022 4:02

4/26/2022 4:02

4/26/2022 4:02

4/26/2022 4:02

4/26/2022 4:02
4/26/2022 4:02

6.91
30.86

96.94

4/26/2022 4:02

4/26/2022 4:02

103.17

210.53

K - Redevelop City Corporation Yard

J - Zone D - Gas Station, Mulberry's, Bank of Am

This is probably the least attractive dog parks in Piedmont. This site could be
nicely reconfigured to provide housing and some park area for dog walkers at the
same time. The one unknown is how this would affect traffic by Beach School.
G - Linda Dog Park, 333 Linda Avenue
Perhaps the parking lot could be repurposed to include housing with parking
underground.
H - Kehilla Synagogue Property, 1300 Grand Ave
This section of the street could be reconfigured to incorporate housing.
I - Grassy Strip and Median along Highland Aven

Grand Avenue is one of the most logical places for multiunit housing. The Ace
Hardware parking lots are a total pain - I have even been in a car accident in the
hardware parking lot. This space could be easily redesigned to include the current
hardware and garden stores, parking and housing above that. It is accessible to
transit and in a very walkable location too.
D - Zone D - Ace Hardware, Sylvan Learning Cen
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If the Church wants to add housing I'm supportive. I am adding units here
because of the way the "puzzle" is structured, which requires 587 units. I object to
this - people should be able to contribute whatever input they have, even if it is
partial.
Yes I support multifamily on Linda.
Redevelopment of the Sylvan learning center building seems very feasible in light
of what appear to be relatively low value tenants and a relatively low value
building. I support a 5-6 story apartment building on that block and I'd support a
variance enabling 100% residential, in light of how little demand there is for retail
space. Ace hardware, I suspect, isn't changing.
I don't think this is a feasible housing site.
why maximum of 8? This is a great housing site.
I support multifamily housing on Blair park with up to 5/6 stories - whatever is
needed to create a project feasible and with some level of affordability. I think
Blair Park has much better potential than the sites across Moraga.
Yes!! Veterans building and tennis courts especially should be considered as sites.
Veteran's building is probably near the end of its useful life, and community
hall/police/fire could be below residential in a 4/5/6 story building. Tennis courts
could be on the roof of a multifamily building.
Slope of site appears to make it unsuitable for housing, but I'd be happy to see
housing there if feasible.
only more than 3 units with low income. Up to 8 units if design of building is
consistent in style with neighborhood like 1001 Warfield avenue.
6 stories max
up to 10 stories high
make same zone as D
up to 6 stories
It would be great to see a variety of housing types that would allow a broader
range of people with different needs welcomed to Piedmont.
Please consider this site even including the skatepark, which wasn't well designed
and is not accessible to kids that would use it anyways. Seems like a great place
for housing!
I'd love to see housing here…seems like an under utilized resource and has great
proximity to nearby amenities.
We should allow duplexes, triplexes, and small apartment buildings in Zones A
and E, especially on larger lots. We need to think beyond single-family homes and
ADUs.
4/26/2022 2:52
4/26/2022 2:52
4/26/2022 2:52
4/26/2022 2:52
4/26/2022 2:52

4/26/2022 3:33

4/26/2022 3:33

4/26/2022 3:33

4/26/2022 3:33
4/26/2022 3:33
4/26/2022 3:33

4/26/2022 3:33
4/26/2022 3:33

182 4/23/2022 15:47

193.94 4/24/2022 15:19

L - Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue

AE - Private single-family properties throughout

151.52 4/24/2022 15:19

K - Redevelop City Corporation Yard

70 4/24/2022 15:19

7
13.43
184.21
6.91
25.86

AE - Private single-family properties throughout
B - Piedmont Community Church Property, 400
D - Zone D - Ace Hardware, Sylvan Learning Cen
H - Kehilla Synagogue Property, 1300 Grand Ave
M - City Hall, Veterans Hall, Corey Reich Tennis
AE - Private single-family properties throughout

7.17

N - Plymouth Church Properties on Olive Avenu

181.82

L - Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue

60.34

118.42
0
6.5

D - Zone D - Ace Hardware, Sylvan Learning Cen
G - Linda Dog Park, 333 Linda Avenue
H - Kehilla Synagogue Property, 1300 Grand Ave

M - City Hall, Veterans Hall, Corey Reich Tennis

29.85
96.15

B - Piedmont Community Church Property, 400
C - Properties in Zone C, Multi-family Zone
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This seems unlikely to me given the existing use of the church and school property
probably too small to be feasible
Central locations seem like the best place for new housing, given proximity to
schools, city jobs, and transit
Central locations seem like the best place for new housing, given proximity to
schools, city jobs, and transit. 60 du/acre seems like a reasonable maximum
This site is less connected to city services (schools, jobs, transit) but could still
accommodate some housing, with efforts to improve traffic safety and integrate
the neighborhood
This site is less connected to city services (schools, jobs, transit) but could still
accommodate some housing, with efforts to improve traffic safety and integrate
the neighborhood

97 units in this small area with small lots seems unlikely, given the high cost of
construction and the fact that properties in this zone are already developed
I think significant upzoning will be needed to make redevelopment of private
businesses in this area financially feasible, but it would be great to have higher
density housing in this area

B - Piedmont Community Church Property, 400

This is a wonderful central location and I would advocate upzoning this area to
incentivize housing in this area, especially low and moderate income housing

0 4/22/2022 21:20

M - City Hall, Veterans Hall, Corey Reich Tennis

L - Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue

112.07 4/23/2022 15:47

M - City Hall, Veterans Hall, Corey Reich Tennis

0 4/21/2022 18:11
0 4/21/2022 18:11
24.28 4/21/2022 18:11
61.22 4/21/2022 18:11

60.61 4/21/2022 18:11

60.61 4/21/2022 18:11

I - Grassy Strip and Median along Highland Aven
J - Zone D - Gas Station, Mulberry's, Bank of Am

K - Redevelop City Corporation Yard

L - Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue

78.95 4/21/2022 18:11

D - Zone D - Ace Hardware, Sylvan Learning Cen
F - Corpus Christi School Property
H - Kehilla Synagogue Property, 1300 Grand Ave

38.46 4/21/2022 18:11

C - Properties in Zone C, Multi-family Zone

29.85 4/21/2022 18:11

193.94 4/22/2022 18:42

96.15 4/22/2022 21:09

193.94 4/23/2022 15:47

L - Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue

C - Properties in Zone C, Multi-family Zone

166.67 4/23/2022 15:47

78.95 4/23/2022 15:47

K - Redevelop City Corporation Yard

D - Zone D - Ace Hardware, Sylvan Learning Cen

I'd love to see apartments over retail and buildings up to 6-7 stories on Grand Ave.
Strongly support exploring the Corp Yard for affordable housing. We should add
the skate park site too for consideration.
Blair Park is a great opportunity site. We should definitely explore. Could put
housing and some park / recreational space there, such as a playground.
We should do a master plan for the Civic Center that integrates some of these
facilities and puts affordable housing over community and city facilities. Strongly
support putting affordable housing in the Civic Center so it is well integrated and
close to transportation.
It makes sense to have housing where there are services and community
resources.
This area would help benefit lower income families due to ease of access to local
businesses and transportation.
Blair park should be maximized. It is only used by a few residents. Perfect area for
development.
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The city center is the best place for new housing given proximity to schools, jobs,
transit and recreation resources
I'm not in favor of converting any city land/parks into housing.
I'm not in favor of converting any city land/parks into housing.
I'm not in favor of converting any city land/parks into housing.
I'm not in favor of converting any city land/parks into housing.
I'm not in favor of converting any city land/parks into housing.
This is too many units, but because it's on the city's borderline it would be less
disruptive.
This is a very condensed area, and therefore I believe there should be 0 units
placed here.
This seems to be the least obtrusive place for new housing of all the locations
offered.
This seems like too many units for one location, but too many of the other
locations shouldn't have any new units.
These zones should be upzoned to allow 2-6 units per property by right.
I don't believe it's likely that the maximum buildout would actually be possible as
many landowners may not be interested.
I live near here and this area desperately needs revitalization and increased
density! Ground floor retail with space for hardware store, coffee shops, karate
place, sandwich shop etc etc would be ideal. Hard to picture how many stories
these buildings would have to be to accommodate this housing though, so I'm not
sure what is reasonable number of units here.
I don't have a dog but it seems this space is heavily utilized - would need to
preserve some dog-park area.
This area so needs to be reimagined! Less space for cars, and more for people.
See Mill Valley for inspiration of a charming downtown with a plaza (both
downtown Mill Valley, and the recent redevelopment of the Mill Valley Lumbar
Yard). It would be ideal to have ground level retail and apartments above.
Mulberry's, an ATM, and a few other shops/cafes around a small plaza with
tables/outside eating area, with housing above. Remove the banks and
lawyer/real estate offices. Make Highland Way a small pedestrian-only walkway,
or remove all together? It's hard as a lay person to know how different number of
housing units would feel here, but I think apartments above more (non-chain)
businesses would be a wonderful transformation.
Empty lot behind 216 Howard.
Why is this the only park listed? There are many other parks in Piedmont. Why are
we listing parks at all?
105.26

D - Zone D - Ace Hardware, Sylvan Learning Cen

L - Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue

J - Zone D - Gas Station, Mulberry's, Bank of Am
C - Properties in Zone C, Multi-family Zone

0
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38.46

0

118.42

D - Zone D - Ace Hardware, Sylvan Learning Cen

G - Linda Dog Park, 333 Linda Avenue

193.94 4/14/2022 22:05
182 4/12/2022 1:50

L - Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue
AE - Private single-family properties throughout

3/25/2022 1:30

4/7/2022 3:46
4/6/2022 6:19

4/7/2022 3:46

4/7/2022 3:46

4/12/2022 1:50

166.67 4/14/2022 22:05

0 4/14/2022 22:05

31.25 4/14/2022 22:05

112.07 4/21/2022 18:11
0 4/18/2022 3:42
0 4/18/2022 3:42
0 4/18/2022 3:42
0 4/18/2022 3:42
0 4/18/2022 3:42

K - Redevelop City Corporation Yard

I - Grassy Strip and Median along Highland Aven

F - Corpus Christi School Property

M - City Hall, Veterans Hall, Corey Reich Tennis
G - Linda Dog Park, 333 Linda Avenue
I - Grassy Strip and Median along Highland Aven
K - Redevelop City Corporation Yard
L - Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue
M - City Hall, Veterans Hall, Corey Reich Tennis
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Testing
This is a park. It is not zoned for residential. Do not take away our parks!
F - Corpus Christi School Property
L - Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue

4.69
0

3/25/2022 1:22
3/25/2022 1:22
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May 4, 2022
Dear Commissioners,
I am concerned about the sites chosen for the mandated new housing in Piedmont. I
was disappointed that the "Housing Puzzle" did not allow Piedmont citizens sufficient input.
I'm sure that Piedmont can be more creative than placing all of the high density, low income
housing on the edge of town. After conversations with a city planner, it is clear that most of the
suggested sites(Figure 8-2: Draft 6th Cycle Housing Element Site Inventory by Income
Category)for high density housing are not realistic, e.g. the churches are unlikely to give up
their property for housing.
Attached are 1 O suggested sites that should be investigated further to assimilate new
occupants into Piedmont. One site that did seem quite realistic on the Figure 8-2 map, was the
Piedmont Community Tennis Courts at the corner of Vista Ave and Bonita. The courts are
centrally located, viz. a short walk to food shopping, banking, schools, parks, a church and bus
stops. That location, along with a few other sites tlnat are centrally located (see my
attachments) should be an easy build, with existing streets, utilities and multi-story buildings
already in place. I was skeptical about Piedmont relinquishing tennis courts for housing until I
was told by. a city planner that the courts could actually be located on top of the building!
Hence, since tennis courts can go on top of housing units, should we not consider other tennis
courts around town for housing? Another site in the central Piedmont area that should be
considered for housing is the Piedmont Center for the Arts. A replacement building could have
the Piedmont Center for the Arts on ground level, with high density housing above it. Another
convenient location for housing is the parking lot at Piedmont Park. I was told by a City planner
that this was not possible because it is part of the park. It's not a park, it's a parking lot! The
parking lot at Coaches Field. is slated to be housing, so why not the parking lot at Piedmont
Park?
Some other possible locations for our new housing requirements are shown in my
attachments. Townhouse-style housing could be located in the medians of Fairview, Grand
Ave, San Carlos, and lnverfeith Terrace. There are also large street intersections throughout
town that could be redesigned to acquire additional buildable lots tor housing. This may seem
improbable, but with 400 sq ft allocated for single occupancy units and 700 sq ft for family
units ,- it should be investigated. When the old Havens School needed to be replaced because
of earthquake hazards, Mark Becker came in with a beautiful design at a price that most
Piedmonters did not think possible. Why doesn't !Piedmont try embracing our new housing
requirements by integrating new residents throughout our community, rather than
concentrating them all on the edge of town? SOME housing in the Coaches Field area may be
reasonable, but not MOST of it, which is the reality of Figure 8-2:Draft 6th Cycle Housing
Element Site Inventory by Income Category map.
Many homeowners in our neighborhood bought in this location because of the open
spaces, which comprise one of the few wildlife areas left in Piedmont. The steep, hilly wildlife
corridor above the Corporation Yard will be difficult and therefor expensive to build high density
housing on; it should be left for the deer, turkey, fox and coyote, as well as the people of
Piedmont to use. This area of town in 1884 was the original historic Blair's Park, a 75 acre
amusement park (hjstoryofpiedmont.com). Some of the historic trails and fantastic view points
are still there and could easily be revived for generl;ll use by Piedmonters!
Chris Read
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Date: May 5, 2022
To:

City Council, Planning Commission, Housing Advisory Committee, Piedmont Planning
Staff and City Manager

Re:

Feedback on the Draft Housing Element

Dear Members of the Planning Commission, Housing Advisory Committee, and City Council:
The Piedmont Racial Equity Campaign (PREC) Housing Committee has reviewed Piedmont’s
recently released draft 6th Cycle Housing Element (HE). We want to thank the City for its
positive, constructive approach to the Housing Element, and commend the City staff and Lisa
Wise Consulting for their hard work putting together such a comprehensive and thoughtful draft.
We generally think the City has done a great job identifying sites, policies, and programs to
facilitate housing production. In particular, we applaud the City for proposing to increase the
allowable density in selected areas and outlining steps to build affordable housing on city-owned
land. Many of these policies will help our community do its part in helping address the regional
housing crisis while also furthering fair housing and equity. Beyond meeting a state legal
requirement, the Housing Element offers an exciting and welcome opportunity to help make
Piedmont a more diverse, equitable, culturally rich, and inclusive community. By building more
housing, we also help ensure that current and future members of our community–including
seniors, adult children, teachers, and nurses–can afford to live in Piedmont.
To achieve this vision, we believe the City must take an “all of the above” approach to housing.
We must build more housing, for everyone, everywhere. In accord with those principles, we
have several suggestions for improving the draft, which are enumerated below. We want to call
attention to three proposed changes in particular:
1) Strengthen strategies for producing affordable housing in Zone B (Public Land) by
expanding the number of Zone B sites under consideration, allowing affordable
multifamily uses in this zone, and coordinating the timeline for development to
match the requirements of Measure A1, among other steps. Building on public land is
the City’s most realistic path to creating real affordable housing and we should make
sure the Housing Element will enable thoughtful and sustainable change in our
community.
2) Commit to exploring policies that introduce “gentle density” in Zones A and E
(the Single-family and Estates zones) through allowing duplexes, triplexes, and
fourplexes, as well as subdivision of large lots and mergers of lots if conducive to

1
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the development of -plexes and other small multifamily buildings. These types of housing
already exist in the middle of Piedmont’s single-family zones and fit in well: We should
allow more of them to be built.
3) Create policies that enable and incentivize the development of affordable housing
throughout Piedmont. Housing that is affordable should be located in all the different
zones (residential, commercial, and mixed use) to support an integrated community. Our
call for the distribution of affordable housing everywhere should not be confused with
opposition to building somewhere, on a specific site. Rather, our position is that we
should build affordable housing in multiple areas of the City--in other words, more, not
less.
Additional details about these and other recommendations are laid out below.

General recommendations / suggestions:
●

We commend the City for producing a Site Inventory that lists sites accommodating 658
units, 71 over the goal of 587 units. However, many of the sites in the inventory are
highly unlikely to yield the numbers of units listed, either because they are already built
out, steep, or have other hurdles. (For example: The Site Inventory includes the
Piedmont Community Church–an Albert-Farr designed complex from 1916--as well as
the Piedmont City Hall. Both would appear unlikely to be redeveloped to include housing
in the next eight years.)

●

Moreover, many of the housing ideas in the draft Housing Element are untested in
Piedmont. Without any track record of mixed-use development, density bonus projects
on church/temple parking lots or development of public land in Zone B for multi-family
housing, the city needs to add more potential sites to its inventory to ensure there will be
a good chance of meeting its RHNA goal. Following HCD recommendations, we believe
the City should “over-zone” by 20%, to ensure we meet our targets, aiming for a
Site Inventory that identifies sites for 704 units.

●

The draft plan includes a policy to “monitor the effects of the City Charter,” and another
one to “consider modifications to Charter regarding zoning amendments.” (See policies
4.G and 4.H, at pages 56-57). We welcome these policies and the City’s willingness to
consider amending the Charter to facilitate housing production, but want to emphasize
that under the Charter a vote is required only to “reduce[] or enlarge[] with respect to
size or area” the different zones, and to “reclassif[y]” any zone, and is not required to
carry out other changes to the various zones. (See Charter, Section 9.02). The Planning
Code confirms this interpretation, stating that “in Section 9.02, the prohibition not to
reduce, enlarge, or reclassify a zone without a vote is understood to mean the city may
not change the zone boundaries, or change (reclassify) a property from one zone to
another.” (See Planning Code, Section 17.02). All of the changes identified in the
draft plan--as well as others not identified there now but that would be highly
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desirable, like allowing for “gentle density” in Zones A and E–could be undertaken
by the City Council without a vote of the people, since they leave the zone
boundaries unchanged and increase density in moderate amounts, while adding
flexibility to the applicable zoning and building controls.

Suggestions regarding Zone B (Public Facilities):
●

We welcome Program 1.F, which proposes that the City consider expanding residential
development in publicly owned lands. In order to ensure that these properties are
available for affordable development, the HE draft proposes to amend Zone B to
accommodate a density of 60 units per acre. However, the program doesn’t explicitly
state that Zone B will be amended to allow for multifamily housing, beyond the
currently allowed uses of single-family, supportive, transitional, and emergency housing.
We understand this to be implicit in the language of the program, but to avoid ambiguity
we ask that the City please rephrase Program 1.F.

●

Additional Zone B sites should be added to the Site Inventory, including
underutilized spaces such as Blair Park and Kennelly Skate Park, and all such sites
should be included in the programmatic EIR.

●

Basic site feasibility analysis should be conducted in the near term to prioritize
development of Zone B sites. All sites should be studied simultaneously to determine
which are viable for affordable housing development. The City should then establish a
timeline and process to seek Requests for Proposals from developers for viable sites.

●

The schedule for development of Zone B sites does not contemplate an Exclusive
Negotiating Agreement (ENA) with a developer for a specific site on public land until
2026. This schedule should be accelerated (per the process above) for at least one
Zone B site to enable Piedmont to use its A-1 bond allocation on public land.

●

Instead of–or perhaps in addition to–a specific plan for the Corporation Yard, the City
should do a specific plan for the Civic Center: a comprehensive master plan that
explores parcels like City Hall, Veterans Hall, the tennis courts, and 801 Magnolia, all
together, potentially including some of the adjacent commercial sites as well. With its
wide streets, larger buildings, and proximity to schools, city employment opportunities,
and recreation resources, the Civic Center offers an ideal location for denser and more
affordable housing.

●

One site in the Corporation Yard is designated as Above Moderate or market rate
housing in the Site Inventory. The City should prioritize affordable housing on
publicly owned land. If any market rate housing is developed, it should subsidize
affordable housing in other locations.

3
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Suggestions regarding Zones A and E (Single-Family Residential):
●

The draft Housing Element makes minimal changes to Zones A and E, which occupy
68% of the land in the City, apart from ADU incentives and enabling SB9 lot splits. We
believe the City should explore zoning changes that allow duplexes, triplexes (or
more on larger lots of an acre or more) in these areas.

●

Over the last five years, there has been a widespread recognition that single-family
zoning was an extremely harmful policy with historical origins in racial animus. San
Francisco, Berkeley, and Oakland are following the lead of cities like Portland and
Minneapolis in moving away from single-family zoning, and we believe Piedmont should
do the same.

●

With its recent laws permitting ADUs and duplexes on most single-family lots, the State
has already done much to erode single-family zoning. By law now, virtually every “single
family” lot in California is permitted to have up to four dwelling units, if some conditions
are met and the lot is first split into two. In addition, property owners are allowed to build
a junior ADU and a detached ADU. In essence, then, the “single family” lots in Zones A
and E currently allow small multi-family developments. However, existing laws still carry
numerous restrictions that limit their effectiveness. For example, ADUs cannot be sold
separately from the main house. SB9 requires lots to be evenly split and
owner-occupied: It does not permit, for example, a 4000 sf lot to be created out of a
15,000 sf lot. Piedmont can pass its own policies implementing ADU and SB9 laws, to
enable greater flexibility in configuration and therefore make housing production more
likely.

●

Some of the innovative types of dense small-scale development that are happening in
surrounding neighborhoods (for example mini-lot developments in Oakland that put 3-4
townhouses on a single-family lot) are not possible under Piedmont’s zoning. We should
update our zoning in Zones A and E to enable these types of “affordable by design”
housing.

●

Beautiful examples of scattered duplexes, triplexes, quadplexes, and small multifamily
housing already exist and are nestled within Zones A and E in Piedmont. We should
enable more of this kind of housing to occur.

●

The City has listed numerous sites in Zones A and E in its Site Inventory as potentially
yielding approximately 60 new dwellings for above-moderate income households.
Presumably these are anticipated to be built through lot splits or other unspecified
means. Since Piedmont does not have a track record of new single-family construction
occurring on large lots, more flexibility and incentives will be required to increase the
likelihood of new construction and redevelopment in Zones A and E.

●

The City should reduce the minimum lot sizes in Zones A and E (to at least 4,000 sf
in Zone A and 10,000 sf in Zone E) to facilitate lot splits for new housing production.
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●

Likewise, the City should explore permitting lot mergers to allow for the
construction of small, multifamily buildings, and consider conditioning the benefit of
the merger to the requirement of a certain percentage of affordability, or other
requirements such as the inclusion of smaller, “affordable by design” units. In this
respect, we urge the City not to limit its consideration of lot mergers to facilitate housing
to Zones C and D only (as proposed by Policy 1.L), but to extend its consideration of this
policy to the other residential zones, too. We note that Policy 4.K, which calls for “a study
to better understand the viability of affordable housing development on small lots,”
including the consolidation of land to develop smaller (<10 units) affordable development
projects, appears to be a step in that direction. Please continue to explore ways to
change the zoning controls in Zones A and E, to allow for more flexibility and feasibility
of small multifamily buildings, including affordable ones.

●

The city should explain how the State’s density bonus law will be implemented in
Zone A. A cross-referencing of this state law is only in Chapter 17 for Zones C and D.
No guidance is provided in the zoning code for sites in Zone A where the
church/temple/school parking lots are located.

●

The draft HE includes policies related to SB 9 implementation, but proposes to advance
these policies in years 2025 (objective design standards), 2027 (amendments to
encourage large lot splits) and 2026 (developers fact sheet and FAQs). We encourage
the City to work on these implementation measures much sooner than that. Taking
too long may discourage development and thus frustrate the City’s and the state’s goals
to encourage housing production. Worse, it may encourage haphazard development and
protracted implementation hurdles, leading to increased costs and staff time. For
reference, HCD recently released SB 9 implementation guidance, available online at
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/docs/planning-and-community-development/sb9factsheet.pdf

Suggestions regarding Zone D (Commercial/Mixed-Use):
●

We urge that the Draft description of Program 1.H “Increase allowances for
Housing in Zone D” be amended to allow single-use residential buildings with a
specified level of affordability, rather than the tentative language “The City will also
consider waiving ground floor commercial in Zone D.”

●

We support the goal of inclusionary housing--that is, a requirement for affordable
housing to be included in market rate multi-family housing projects--addressed in
Program 3.G and Policy 3.8 of the Draft HE. We urge the City to carry out financial
feasibility analysis to support the creation of a viable inclusionary housing or in-lieu fee
program.

●

The LWC financial model released last year in October should be updated to reflect a
more realistic construction cost and the higher assumed cost of land shown in Appendix
B. The revised inputs in the LWC financial model should support the density
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proposed for Zone D of 80 du/acre, or a different density should be proposed that
is supported by the model.

Suggestions regarding Zone C (Multifamily):
●

The City should introduce a housing preservation policy disallowing the
conversion of existing multifamily to single-family dwellings. We note that Policy
2.6 calls for the preservation of existing multi-family housing, but it does not appear to be
accompanied by any implementing programs. Program 2.D requires that the existing
Condominium Conversion program be maintained, but it is unclear whether this law
would protect existing multifamily units from conversion into single-family dwellings.
Please clarify, or add the necessary language to the HE draft to ensure that is the case.

●

The City should encourage affordable housing development in Zone C, using
similar incentives and tools as those proposed for Zone D, above.

Suggestions regarding ADUs:
●

We support ADUs and believe they can be an important piece of housing production.
However, we know that many ADUs in Piedmont are not rented out. As the City
contemplates creating more incentives for ADU production, it’s essential to carry out
analysis and regular monitoring to understand whether and how ADUs are adding
rental housing to the City. We need data to better shape effective policies for the
future.

●

The draft Housing Element should include a specific regulatory plan for City staff
to make sure new ADUs created under City-supported incentives are leased at
affordable rates, and continue to be occupied by persons who qualify for affordable
housing.

●

An expected rental yield rate for ADUs should be determined and used to reduce the
140 planned ADUs to the number of expected rental units. Analysis of how ADUs have
been used in Piedmont, i.e. rentals, guest quarters, offices, is required under
current HCD guidance.

●

ADUs can also have counterproductive effects on a market like Piedmont’s, leading in
aggregate to larger houses that are even more out of reach to moderate-income buyers,
at a time when the City is also trying to preserve its stock of smaller homes. Again, we
strongly support ADUs if they can lead to production of affordable rental housing. We
believe policies need to be tailored to be more effective at doing that.

●

We oppose Program 1E. Require ADUs for New Single-Family Residence
Construction. Requiring owners who do not wish to build an ADU to do so only raises
construction costs without necessarily yielding new rental housing.
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Other Suggestions
●

We’re glad to see the City is proposing the creation of an affordable housing fund
(Program 3E). However the only specific purpose listed for the fund is low-interest loans
for ADUs. We believe an affordable housing fund should also be used to support
other types of projects, such as affordable housing and small site development,
which would be more effective uses of affordable housing money in Piedmont.

●

Maps of current zoning and the Site Inventory should be in the body of the report, not
just Appendix B, and at a readable scale, for downtown especially.

●

An easily understood version of Table B-9 should be in the body of the report, grouping
together the single family parcels and identifying parcels by familiar names.

In conclusion, we thank the City for the opportunity to offer this feedback on the Draft Housing
Element. We are proud that Piedmont, unlike many other cities in California, has taken a
positive, proactive approach to the Housing Element, and is committed to doing its part in
creating more housing.
Yours truly,
Members of the PREC Housing Committee

Sachin Adarkar

Deborah Leland

MeghanBennett

Jill Lindenbaum

Irene Cheng

Linda Loper

Elise Marie Collins

Hugh Louch

Frances Fisher

Andy Madeira

Carol Galante

Andrea Ruiz-Esquide

Ellen Greenberg

Brett Snyder

Beth Hughes

Alice Talcott

Sarah Karlinsky

Tracey Woodruff

Betsy King

Randy Wu
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Hello Piedmont Planning Comission:
Comments on the Housing Element (HE) for your consideration.
1. Recommend staff lower the allowed height for ADUs to 20 feet and conduct further study of this height.
The presentation on ADU incentives at the October 2021 Housing Advisory Committee meeting is to my
knowledge the only documentation on ADU incentives in the HE public process. Excerpts from that
presentation are presented below. At no point was 24 feet presented as an option for ADU height yet the HE
recommends this height and without the additional study called for in the October 2021 presentation (see
below). In fact, the diagram shows a height of 18.6 ft as acceptable for new ADUs.
“Incentive Programs While Junior ADUs (JADUs) can qualify as affordable units without additional regulation,
formal incentive programs need to be established in order for ADUs to contribute to Piedmont’s affordable
housing stock. The State’s Health and Safety Code (HSC), Section 65583(c)(7), requires that cities and counties
develop a plan as part of their Housing Element that incentivizes and promotes the creation of ADUs that are
offered at affordable rent for very-low, low-, and moderate-income households. Affordable rents are typically
enforced with 10-year deed restrictions, and the units must be recorded and filed with the California Department
of Finance. Over the course of this study, we reviewed a number of potential incentives to encourage the
development of low- and very-low income rent-restricted units. The general strategy is to allow less restrictive
development standards in return for a time-limited deed-restriction ensuring the maintenance of the affordable
dwelling unit. We believe the following incentives deserve additional study and consideration: Height
Limit and Number of Stories 1. In exchange for a deed-restricted affordable unit, grant an increase in the
height limit to 20 to 22 feet and allow for construction of a 2-story ADU. Imposing a slightly wider setback
of 6 to 8 feet could help mitigate the impact on neighboring properties. 2. Similarly, an affordable unit could be
permitted over an existing garage, with similar height limits, or height limits that take into account the height of
the existing garage
Carriage House: While noted as a potential affordable incentive in our report, relieving the height limit for an
ADU constructed over an existing garage, assuming the footprint remains the same, would enable residents to
maintain on-site covered parking while adding a dwelling unit to their property. This Carriage House model is a
traditional way of providing an additional dwelling unit over a garage or storage building, and would seem
consistent with much of Piedmont’s existing residential fabric. Other California jurisdictions (Santa Monica and
Orange County, for example) have adopted this option to encourage retaining existing parking counts. A
similar limit on overall building height, and/or accommodation of roof pitch, as noted in the previous
recommendation, would be appropriate.”
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https://p1cdn4static.civiclive.com/UserFiles/Servers/Server 13659739/File/Government/Departments/Planni
ng%20Division/Housing%20Programs/LWC Piedmont New%20Fair%20Housing%20Programs 101821.pdf
This recommendation for elevated ADU height of 24 feet seems predicated on the belief that it is consistent
with Piedmont’s residential neighborhoods.
“This Carriage House model is a traditional way of providing an additional dwelling unit over a garage or
storage building and would seem consistent with much of Piedmont’s existing residential fabric.”
This assumption may be correct for Zone E but is grossly incorrect for Zone A, where most of Piedmont’s
residences are found. Piedmont’s residential fabric is mostly defined by the Chapter 17 principal that new
development not impact the light, views and privacy of neighboring properties. Those characteristics are
defined by large front yard setbacks (with prohibitions with what can be placed there) and consistent side and
rear yard setbacks that leads most properties to develop the backyard as a principal space for socialization.
And in many cases, garages and other structures are placed at the 4-foot rear and sideyard setback lines so as to
preserve backyards as habitable space. Allowing such structures to rise to 24 feet would significantly impact the
enjoyment of the neighboring backyards. Piedmont limits fence height to 8 feet so expanding the setback in
such cases to 8 feet would have virtually no effect on this degradation of neighbor privacy.
The HE proposed multiple incentives to foster new and affordable ADU development and the effectiveness of
these proposals should be evaluated through the next housing cycle before resorting to this extreme proposal of
24 feet, especially as the HE provides no rational for this height. And without a mechanism in place to
document that ADU and deed-restricted ADU are being occupied by new residents, it seems disingenuous to the
spirit of the HE and the City’s residential character to incentivize their development through this approach.
2. Incorporate additional references of the Piedmont General Plan and Climate Action Plan Policies into
the Housing Element.
There are many policies in the General Plan that need to be coordinated with the HE proposals, especially site
selection and particularly the Moraga Canyon sites. These pertain to sustainability policies that were
specifically incorporated in the General Plan when it was updated in 2009. Three examples are presented below.
Likewise, the HE should reference the Climate Action Plan 2.0 2030 and 2050 Greenhouse Gas reduction
targets and assert that all new development – ADU, single family and multi-family development – be allelectric construction. All cities face these targets but Piedmont is fairly unique in that most of its existing
housing stock is remodeled rather than replaced with new construction. As such it is very difficult for the City
to achieve GHG reductions through energy-efficient new construction. As natural gas use in Piedmont is
increasing, it is essential that new construction not add to that trend.
City of Piedmont Sustainability Policy
It is the intent of the City of Piedmont to be a sustainable community - one which meets its current needs
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. In adopting this policy, the City
of Piedmont accepts its responsibility, through its operations, programs and services, to:
• Continuously improve the quality of life for all Piedmont residents without adversely affecting others.
• Enhance the quality of air, water, land and other natural resources through conservation, reduced
pollution, increased efficiency, and protection of native vegetation, wildlife habitat and other ecosystems.
• Reduce greenhouse gas emissions, specifically by reducing landfilled waste, energy consumption, and
water consumption, and by encouraging walking, bicycling and other alternative travel modes.
• Encourage greener methods of construction.

•
•
•
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Support small local businesses that use sustainable practices in their own operations
Promote public education and awareness of sustainability issues.
Align and partner with community groups, businesses, residents, non-profits, and neighboring
communities where appropriate to work toward these goals

Policy 14.4: Retention of Healthy Native Trees Encourage the retention of healthy native trees as new
construction takes place, including home additions and landscaping projects. Existing significant trees should be
conserved where feasible when development takes place.
Policy 16.1: Linking Land Use and Transportation Choices Consistent with the Land Use and Transportation
Elements of this plan, retain walkable neighborhoods, reliable public transportation, safe cycling, carpooling,
convenient access to shops and services, and other measures which reduce the need for driving and fuel
consumption in Piedmont.
3. Include an assessment of potential units from development of the multi-family and multi-use zones in
Piedmont.
In Table B.4 of Appendix B, the HE provides the new density assumptions for the different zones in Piedmont
but then does not appear to apply them to estimate potential for units in the multi-family and multi-use zones.
Properties in these zones are non-vacant but the HE should calculate the potential units that could be developed
on these sites should they be converted to multi-family housing during the next cycle. Table B-7 gives an
example of what this analysis would look like. The development of the multi-use zone occurred during the 5th
Cycle and while no new units were generated as a result, the increase in allowable density in the current HE
could change that. As the HE is about housing potential, the potential of these zones should be quantified in
Appendix B.
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4. Include an assessment of potential units from the development of residential zones A and E.
There is immense potential for new housing in Zones A and E due to the new development rights granted by
SB9. As table 3.2 from the General Plan shows, almost 50% of Piedmont residential lots are greater than
10,000 square feet and 22% greater than 20,000 square feet. How this potential could be used for affordable
housing needs further study but a simple “by right” assumption that all these lots will split under SB9 provides a
simple assessment of its housing potential. Table B-4 needs to updated with a more realistic assessment of
density for single family residential-estate and that assumption used to estimate potential units. The text below
from an HCD factsheet indicates that the state allows an SB9 analysis to be included in housing elements.

“Housing Element Law. To utilize projections based on SB 9 toward a jurisdiction’s regional housing need
allocation, the housing element must: 1) include a site-specific inventory of sites where SB 9 projections are
being applied, 2) include a nonvacant sites analysis demonstrating the likelihood of redevelopment and that the
existing use will not constitute an impediment for additional residential use, 3) identify any governmental
constraints to the use of SB 9 in the creation of units (including land use controls, fees, and other exactions, as
well as locally adopted ordinances that impact the cost and supply of residential development), and 4) include
programs and policies that establish zoning and development standards early in the planning period and
implement incentives to encourage and facilitate development. The element should support this analysis with
local information such as local developer or owner interest to utilize zoning and incentives established through
SB 9. Learn more on HCD’s Housing Elements webpage.”
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5. Eliminate or modify the recommendation that the City Charter be reviewed.
The HE calls for a study of the City Charter on the development of affordable housing and potential action by
City Council to modify the charter to eliminate the requirement for voter approval of zone changes. As housing
targets were achieved in the 5th Cycle and are projected to be achieved (with 10% surplus) in thr 6th Cycle, it
seems premature to undertake that study during the next housing cycle, especially within the first year at the HE
proposes. At the very least, propose that it be done 4 years into the next cycle by which time a better
assessment can be made.
6.

Add a table of all the 6Th Cycle HE policies/programs to the document.

This is routinely done for large policy documents and there is an example in the HE (Table D-1 in Appendix D).
The requirement that ADU be built with large additions, development of transitional housing in the residential
zone, 24 foot ADU height and other examples are embedded throughout the document and are not easy find in
one place.
7. Recommend that the City extend submitting the Housing Element until May 2023.
A recent statute extended the filing deadline for Housing Elements to May 2023. The City should take
advantage of this and allow for more outreach and comments by the community. It will also give the City time
to prepare the SB9 analysis I recommend in my comment.
Garrett Keating
Ricardo Ave.
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May 5, 2022
Dear Planning Commissioners,
I am Michael Henn, a longtime resident of Piedmont and a mostly retired city planner
who has been through the Housing Element process several times as staff with different
jurisdictions. I was also on the Piedmont Planning Commission which worked on the
current HE. I have also served on the Alameda County Grand Jury three times. I think
most planners and managers recognize that each city goes through this HE exercise
primarily because we are required to do so by the state. Nevertheless, a good faith
effort is needed to avoid legal action and being targeted by militant housing advocates
like Yimby Law and Public Advocates. I would think that there is more likelihood of
Piedmont being criticized by HCD and housing advocates for including infeasible sites
in the inventory than for accepting the legislature's intent and welcoming more ADUs
and SB9 duplexes and potentially a few lot splits for developed lots. As proposed in the
Draft HE, little benefit would result from ADUs and none from SB9 potential duplexes
and lot splits. This failure to benefit from pro-housing legislation creates more pressure
to place sites into the inventory which are increasingly improbable. For example, Corpus
Christi School's playground is a highly suspect site for high density apartments. Where
are the kids going to play? Cannibalizing a city’s already inadequate parks and open
space was not intended by the legislature. The Quimby Act sets minimum park acreage
standards per 1000 residents. Piedmont’s park acreage is already deficient under the
law. Losing developed parkland acreage to the HE would worsen the deficiency.
Including such sites is also not going to be politically acceptable. Thus, proposing high
density multifamily housing for sites like Coaches Playfields and Blair Park invites valid
criticism. What is the city going to do for a corporation yard if the one and only one we
have is actually included in the HE list, and lost?
I would suspect that jurisdictions which are more protective of the qualities of their
communities will handle their RHNAs differently. They will assign larger numbers toward
both ADUs and SB9 housing. Given the extensive litigation statewide against RHNA
assignments (34 cities in SoCal), and the State Auditor’s criticism of the HCD’s RHNA
methodology, I would expect that HCD will be conservative in rejecting such attempts, if
at all. Logically, HCD should be receptive to allowing a substantial unit yield from both
sources. The State passed the “by-right” ADU without requiring any parking, and the byright duplex/lot-split laws with the expectation that these strong new laws would have a
significant impact in producing needed infill housing. To now disparage their
significance makes no sense and actually endangers the city to unnecessary litigation
because of the lack of a realistic expectation that many of the selected sites could ever
achieve the necessary units.
The city staff and their HE consultants have not made use of the fact that HCD has
issued an opinion document on how to treat potential SB9 units in a HE. The SB 9 Fact
Sheet on the Implementation of Senate Bill 9, dated March 2022, provides for a means
to allow valid new housing units from SB9 into a HE. As stated in the HCD document:
“To utilize projections based on SB 9 toward a jurisdiction’s regional housing need
allocation, the housing element must: 1) include a site-specific inventory of sites where
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SB 9 projections are being applied, 2) include a non-vacant sites analysis
demonstrating the likelihood of redevelopment and that the existing use will not
constitute an impediment for additional residential use, 3) identify any governmental
constraints to the use of SB 9 in the creation of units (including land use controls,
fees, and other exactions, as well as locally adopted ordinances that impact the cost
and supply of residential development), and 4) include programs and policies that
establish zoning and development standards early in the planning period and implement
incentives to encourage and facilitate development. The element should support this
analysis with local information such as local developer or owner interest to utilize zoning
and incentives established through SB 9. Learn more on HCD’s Housing Elements
webpage.”
I would expect that staff and the outside consultants should be able to provide a
defensible analysis which could provide, for example, a couple hundred units over 8
years. Also, the HE is being too conservative for potential ADU production. The “byright” ADU law passed in 2019 and it takes a certain time for such a change to filter
through a community and be broadly implemented. To take only the average of past
ADU production, when regulations were more restrictive, makes little sense.
Although not directly related to Piedmont’s Draft HE, it should be pointed out, in general,
that HCD’s RHNA assignments are severely problematic. Throughout much of the last
decade California was adding 200,000 or more people per year to its population
although slowing toward the end of the decade. The draft RHNA numbers, which
assumed continued and even higher growth rates were circulated to planners by 2019.
These older numbers remained almost unchanged in the final adopted statewide metroby-metro RHNAs. However, there was actually a significant halting of state population
growth followed by a significant and unprecedented population decline after January
2020. Nevertheless, the HCD administration refused to update their obsolete
assumptions. Numerous articles, such as the following, have publicized this decline, but
that reality has done nothing to update the state or local RHNAs.
Exodus: Bay Area, California population dropped in 2021 as people left
(mercurynews.com)
https://www.eastbaytimes.com/2022/04/10/walters-californias-shrinking-population-hasbig-consequences/
Besides not being demographically sound, the state’s collective metro RHNAs add up to
some 2.2 million units for the state by 2031. At the typical 2.8+/- people per dwelling
unit, the state is assuming that there is a need for housing for 6 million more people by
2031, or 750,000 per year. That number is higher than any year in California history.
Planners I’ve talked to at MTC/ABAG defend their overshoot by saying the bigger
numbers are needed to reduce overcrowding and reduce the number of people who are
cost-burdened by the high cost of housing. While a laudable goal, it is rather speculative
as to how much excess housing is needed to bring down the cost of housing to where it
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becomes affordable. And why would builders build such an amount if the present profit
margins were to go away?
Another aside that is not directly aimed at the current Draft HE, in my view a proper
RHNA process should be a bottom-up not top-down process. State and regional
planners allocated RHNA housing units to over 500 jurisdictions without knowing what is
existing on the ground. Instead, the process should start with an accurate and detailed
inventory of each jurisdictions vacant and underutilized sites, and the actual density of
developed residential areas (Most of Piedmont has relatively small lots compared to the
suburbs so Piedmont is already about four times denser than, say Orinda or Lafayette).
Only once this factual background information is known, units can logically be assigned.
Piedmont is largely built out, but that fact was not known or appreciated in Sacramento.
To conclude, I believe Piedmont should slow down the review process and ask for an
extension. Then we should eliminate the sites that most would consider infeasible,
particularly if the owners knew their sites were on the list. The HE does not provide
evidence that the owners have been contacted and are in agreement. Responses
should be obtained from at least Corpus Christi Church, Kehilla Synagogue, Zion
Lutheran Church and Ace Hardware that these sites are available for affordable
housing, or not. If the answer is No, then these sites need to be struck from the list.
Then, the HCD SB9 review process should occur to identify larger private lots feasible
for SB9 lot splits, and assume that a proportion of the single family homes could very
well be converted to duplexes or Tenant-In-Common two family residences (TICs).
Much of the apparent single family housing in San Francisco is actually, two-family
TICs. I hope that these comments are is appropriately addressed. I fear that the staff
and consultants have already set out on the path they wish to take. Doing so could
unnecessarily produce opposition and even litigation, and do little for actually producing
the housing that the Housing Element process is meant to achieve.

Create a setting that puts residents in the shoes of decision‐makers to show how they would
solve tough public policy challenges
Frame trade‐offs so that background data, community values, and community preferences can be
included in decision‐making
Allow public engagement that is not limited by staffing resources, so that thousands of people
can provide informed input using smartphone, computer, or tablet.






The Piedmont Housing Puzzle was not intended to be the sole or final means by which sites for
the Housing Element sites inventory will be evaluated
The Piedmont Housing Puzzle, by itself, is not a scientifically valid research tool
The Piedmont Housing Puzzle was not intended to capture other factors that go into site
selection, such as environmental constraints or affordability and equity requirements.

One of the Housing Element Community Workshop presenters on March 24, 2022, was Chris Adams, President of Balancing Act.
During the presentation, he highlighted the kinds of data the Piedmont Puzzle was not intended to provide, as follows:







At the Housing Element Community Workshop on March 24, 2022, City staff and consultants introduced the Housing Puzzle tool to
the community. As presented to the public, the goals of the Piedmont Housing Puzzle were:

On March 24, 2022, the City of Piedmont launched the Piedmont Housing Puzzle, a web‐based interactive tool hosted on Balancing
Act software. Active from March 24, 2022, to May 1, 2022, the tool was intended to present land resources and constraints analysis
prepared for the Draft 6th Cycle Piedmont Housing Element to members of the public in an engaging format. The license to use
Balancing Act, as well as software technical support, were awarded to the City of Piedmont as the result of a competitive grant.

Goals

Piedmont Housing Puzzle Engagement Report – May 5, 2022

Pierce Macdonald, Senior Planner
City of Piedmont
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1. Zones A & E, Single‐Family Residential Zone
2. Piedmont Community Church
3. Zone C – Linda Avenue at Oakland Avenue
4. Zone D – Grand Avenue
5. Corpus Christ Church and School
6. Linda Dog Park
7. Kehilla Community Synagogue

These 14 sites were identified on the Housing Puzzle map:
8. Zone D ‐ Gas Station, Mulberry’s, Bank of America, Wells Fargo
9. Grassy Strip and Median on Highland Avenue at Sheridan Avenue
10. Public Works Corporation Yard
11. Blair Park
12. Civic Center: City Hall, Veterans Hall, Corey Reich Tennis Center, etc.
13. Plymouth Community Church
14. Zion Lutheran Church & Renaissance School

Piedmont’s next Housing Element must identify the sufficient land to meet the Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA of 587
new housing units by 2031. The Piedmont Housing Puzzle tool included a map of Piedmont with 14 sites, chosen using the following
methodology: sites suggested by the community in March‐April 2021 through the web‐based interactive Pinnable Map tool, hosted
on Social Pinpoint software; public comments gathered at stakeholder interviews, public meetings, and community events, hosted in
person and virtually over the last 12 months; and sites and constraints analysis, completed by City staff and Housing Element
consultants. Users of the Puzzle could allocate the 587 units to any of the identified sites, up to reasonable maximums capped in the
software to urge users to develop a “balanced” housing plan with sites for new housing throughout the community.

Approach

The City publicized the Piedmont Housing Puzzle in notices and posters for the March 24, 2022 Housing Element Community
Workshop, as well as the Planning & Building eNewsletter mailing to over 4,000 email addresses. Emails were sent to all City staff
and sent to PUSD to share with School District employees. Local news outlets, including the Piedmont Post, The Exedra online
newspaper, and the Piedmont Civic Association website published stories about the Piedmont Housing Puzzle and the March 24,
2022 Housing Element Community Workshop.

The Piedmont Housing Puzzle was published to the homepage of the Housing Element website at Piedmontishome.org and to the
homepage of the City of Piedmont city website. The Piedmontishome.org website was, in turn, publicized with 30 banners on
streetlights along Grand, Highland, and Moraga Avenues starting the week leading up to the launch on March 24, 2022, and
continuing beyond the close of the web‐based tool on May 1, 2022. Physical posters were located at community bulletin boards,
including City Hall, the Piedmont Police Station, Mulberry’s Market, Wells Fargo bank, the Piedmont Service Station on Highland
Avenue, the Shell gas station on Grand Avenue, a location near Kehilla Community Synagogue, and Piedmont Community Church.

Publicity and Promotion of the Piedmont Housing Puzzle

Pierce Macdonald, Senior Planner
City of Piedmont
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Demographics analysis provided by Balancing Act software reported that 56.5% of users were female, 39.4% were male, and 4% were other
genders. Also, users represented every age bracket with the age bracket of 50 ‐ 69 representing the largest group (48% of users), 30 to 49 (42%),
and 70 or older representing the second smallest bracket (9% of users).

Comments were received as part of the housing plans filed through the Housing Puzzle. These comments have been incorporated into the public
comments compiled for the Planning Commission and City Council consideration, as well as listed in the appendix to this report. Users who did
not file housing plans were not able to leave comments through the Housing Puzzle. Alternative forms of communication were provided in
publicity materials. Many people used the comment form at Piedmontishome.org or via email to Piedmontishome@piedmont.ca.gov.

Housing Puzzle users identified the general location of their residences as part of the tool. The resulting map of user locations showed that
Piedmonters in all parts of the City were aware of, and participated in, the Housing Puzzle tool.

As shown below, the Piedmont Housing Puzzle had 2,099 total pageviews and 1,050 new sessions, and users spent an average of 10 minutes on
the site. This equated to 246 hours of on‐line public engagement. The Balancing Act software reported 1,050 new sessions and 1,477 total
sessions (new and returning visitors, combined). Of the 1,050 new sessions, approximately 16% (173 users) submitted a housing plan and
comments showing where these Housing Puzzle users would choose to allocate the 587 housing units required by the RHNA.

Piedmont Housing Puzzle Users

Pierce Macdonald, Senior Planner
City of Piedmont
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In conclusion, the Piedmont Housing Puzzle helped introduce the Draft Housing Element sites inventory and successfully piqued the interest of a
significant percentage of Piedmont community members. It provided a venue for community members to both learn about sites considerations
and share their perspectives on potential housing sites. The web‐based tool resulted in 116 additional public comments, which are listed in the
appendix and included in the public comments compiled for the consideration of the Planning Commission and City Council. This qualitative data
is important to fully understand the community’s concerns and preferences for growth.

Conclusion

Table 1, Piedmont Housing Puzzle Opens By Site

The Piedmont Housing Puzzle tool generated 173 housing plan submittals and 116 public comments. Although the majority of sessions (84%) did
not result in a balanced housing plan filed through the Piedmont Housing Puzzle, the software could track where all user activity was occurring
as people considered the pros and cons of the various locations. As shown below in the table titled “Table 1, Piedmont Housing Puzzle Opens By
Site,” the most activity or “opens” occurred in the following categories: Zones A & E; Zone D on Grand Avenue; and Blair Park. All the sites listed
on the Housing Puzzle map received some level of interest from members of the Piedmont community.

Results

Pierce Macdonald, Senior Planner
City of Piedmont
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Part I, Approximate User Residence Location

Appendix

Pierce Macdonald, Senior Planner
City of Piedmont
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Pierce Macdonald, Senior Planner
City of Piedmont
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Close access to Park Ave transportation and retail shops and restaurants
Close access to school, public transport and shops
Deprioritize for housing ‐ surrounded by single family homes

Offering new commercial options would be interesting but not housing. Prioritize needs of surrounding single family homes
(quiet, parking)
Housing could make sense here (along Moraga thoroughfare) as along as Coaches Field is not disturbed. Piedmont already has
too few rec fields / spaces
Would love to turn this into soccer fields which we are desperately in need of
Like the idea of supporting emergency and rec uses but not additional housing
Close access to Park Ave and Montclair for public transport and shops
Super congested already‐‐‐bad city planning

Close to public transit and retail best for dense living.

it would be great if in development the density could be varied so there were different housing types ‐ townhomes,
apartments, etc.
Mixed ‐use zoning to allow business uses to remain with housing above. Since housing almost always is more profitable to
develop, require mixed‐use with business/not‐for‐profit tenancy, not just vacant space. Consider affordability as well. Does
Piedmont work to house its teachers and first responders, etc.?
has Piedmont considered housing for teachers and first responders who work in Piedmont? any consideration of affordability?
locations like this one could be a good opportunity for lovely townhouses
keep businesses ‐ mixed‐use zoning

8
9
10

11

13
14
15
16

17

18

24

23

22

21

20

19

this could be a great place for Piedmont to add some new multi‐family housing with greater density than is typical in the city ‐
and to consider affordability
could be a very interesting venture ‐ lots of unique opportunities with the Church and school and the location on Park with
access to bus, etc.
Like the newer condeos below the dog park, this could be high end bt smaller unit syle condos and townhouses. Good
transportation and walkablility score. Good for the senior set and city employee preference houseing, teachers, fire dept, rec
center, city admin, etc

Close access to school, transportation, retail shops and restaurants
Access to transportation and retail shops, grocery and restaurants

6
7

12

Deprioritize for housing ‐ maintain quiet nature of city center

Comment
Lots of great options and the #2 place to place units (Zone D is best location).
This is absolutely the #1 place to put units. I'd add retail at the ground floor. Great access to public transportation and easy
walk to commercial.
Great area to add units. Ideally the Blair Park (L) gets turned into a park with soccer fields (desperately needed).
I think it's important to develop this area into a park with soccer fields. Piedmont desperately needs more soccer fields! Given
that I needed a few more units, I added some to this location...hoping that still allows for space for soccer.

5

3
4

1
2

Part II, Piedmont Housing Puzzle Comments

G ‐ Linda Dog Park, 333 Linda Avenue

Z ‐ Zion Lutheran Property

K ‐ Redevelop City Corporation Yard

I ‐ Grassy Strip and Median along Highland Avenue at Sheridan
Avenue
J ‐ Zone D ‐ Gas Station, Mulberry's, Bank of America, Wells Fargo

D ‐ Zone D ‐ Ace Hardware, Sylvan Learning Center, Homes and
Small Businesses

D ‐ Zone D ‐ Ace Hardware, Sylvan Learning Center, Homes and
Small Businesses
C ‐ Properties in Zone C, Multi‐family Zone

L ‐ Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue
M ‐ City Hall, Veterans Hall, Corey Reich Tennis Courts, etc.
Z ‐ Zion Lutheran Property
B ‐ Piedmont Community Church Property, 400 Highland Avenue

K ‐ Redevelop City Corporation Yard

C ‐ Properties in Zone C, Multi‐family Zone
D ‐ Zone D ‐ Ace Hardware, Sylvan Learning Center, Homes and
Small Businesses
F ‐ Corpus Christi School Property
G ‐ Linda Dog Park, 333 Linda Avenue
I ‐ Grassy Strip and Median along Highland Avenue at Sheridan
Avenue
J ‐ Zone D ‐ Gas Station, Mulberry's, Bank of America, Wells Fargo

B ‐ Piedmont Community Church Property, 400 Highland Avenue

Item
C ‐ Properties in Zone C, Multi‐family Zone
D ‐ Zone D ‐ Ace Hardware, Sylvan Learning Center, Homes and
Small Businesses
K ‐ Redevelop City Corporation Yard
L ‐ Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue

31.75 4/29/2022 18:01

40 4/29/2022 22:53

166.67 4/29/2022 22:53

20.41 4/29/2022 22:53

4.94 4/29/2022 22:53

210.53 4/29/2022 22:53

86.54 4/29/2022 22:53

4/30/2022 3:24

5/1/2022 20:52

0
210.53

5/2/2022 16:09
5/2/2022 16:09
5/2/2022 16:09
5/2/2022 16:09

166.67
0
0
40

5/2/2022 16:09

5/2/2022 16:09

0
0

5/2/2022 16:09
5/2/2022 16:09
5/2/2022 16:09

210.53
31.25
23.81

5/2/2022 18:16

24.24

5/2/2022 16:09
5/2/2022 16:09

5/2/2022 18:16
5/2/2022 18:16

210.53
166.67

0
96.15

Date
5/2/2022 18:16

Change
96.15
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This should be recreation space, if you're talking about the space between the Oakland Ave bridge and Linda Beach field

What happened to the idea of the owner of the Shell station to convert that to multi‐unit housing?

Not sure if there's any room here, but Kehilla would be disposed to the social justice angle
No. This needs to be maintained and improved as open space ‐‐ for both the human and animal populations of the area.
Piedmont has less open park space than surrounding areas, and I believe we're below the national standard.

If the tennis courts in the center of town are being proposed, why not the City of Oakland owned Davie Tennis Stadium (within M ‐ City Hall, Veterans Hall, Corey Reich Tennis Courts, etc.
Piedmont city limits)? Eminent domain that place and let Oaklanders ironically complain about Piedmont building affordable
housing instead of letting them keep a tennis stadium. Oakland has plenty of other property to build a tennis stadium.

This is very confusing. I'm just adding these here to account for housing created by ADUs and letting people split parcels to
build additional homes. There could be more.
This just seems dumb to include this. We're not tearing down our community church in the center of town for housing. Why do
you even have non‐starters on here?
Again! Why are we even suggesting getting rid of a thriving church and school? This is dumb.
No! It's offensive to even be suggesting this.

36

37

38
39

40

41

43
44

42

We need to focus on the Estates Zone. These are large lots, and mansions could be remodeled as condos and new multi‐unit
AE ‐ Private single‐family properties throughout Zones A and E
housing built on excess land. An outreach effort needs to be made to homeowners in this zone. It is not inconceivable that
many will see the justice and benefit of their property being sold to a developer who can convert it into multifamily housing.
This is especially possible in cases where the homeowners' heirs live elsewhere and understand the inequities brought about by
intergenerational wealth transfer and the unprecendented levels of wealth concentration we are experience in this country.

35

F ‐ Corpus Christi School Property
H ‐ Kehilla Synagogue Property, 1300 Grand Ave

B ‐ Piedmont Community Church Property, 400 Highland Avenue

AE ‐ Private single‐family properties throughout Zones A and E

D ‐ Zone D ‐ Ace Hardware, Sylvan Learning Center, Homes and
Small Businesses
H ‐ Kehilla Synagogue Property, 1300 Grand Ave
L ‐ Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue

C ‐ Properties in Zone C, Multi‐family Zone

L ‐ Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue
J ‐ Zone D ‐ Gas Station, Mulberry's, Bank of America, Wells Fargo

This park is really underutilized and could be a good spot for townhomes, with easy access to CA‐13
Please convert this useless Bank of America into some kind of restaurant or cafe please!

33
34

K ‐ Redevelop City Corporation Yard

Honestly, do we need the public works facilities to be inside city limits? What about acquiring or leasing land in Oakland and
developing the corporation yard into high‐density housing? Has the advantage of easy access to CA‐13 and frankly the nearby
neighbors may prefer a well designed housing complex to an ugly corporation yard (I could be wrong)

J ‐ Zone D ‐ Gas Station, Mulberry's, Bank of America, Wells Fargo

G ‐ Linda Dog Park, 333 Linda Avenue

RHNA Allocation
AE ‐ Private single‐family properties throughout Zones A and E

M ‐ City Hall, Veterans Hall, Corey Reich Tennis Courts, etc.

L ‐ Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue

K ‐ Redevelop City Corporation Yard

32

31

30

28
29

Redeveloping a park into housing is quite a drastic step compared to allowing more ADUs in the AE zone or redeveloping a
larger area of the corporation yard into usable space
Do we need giant banks downtown? An ATM seems sufficient

How will public transportation be delivered to this area?
What would be the main routes drivers would take to this community?
Why is this area not already open to the Piedmont comunity and public as a park?
Adding some housing here would change the nature of the Piedmont City Center. Perhaps the city buildings in place could be
reidentified for community need.
My comments are in the specific areas.
Actually, why is the maximum 183, each house could turn their garage into an ADU according to CA state law

26

27

The corporation yard seems a good area to put the multi unit type development. There is a main road already in place, public
transportation route, and in walking distance for someone who is fit to school and to area's of interest. IT will also not
negatively affect the main part of the community with added traffic becasue of normal commute.

25

Part II, Piedmont Housing Puzzle Comments

0
0
0

182

4/28/2022 1:05
4/28/2022 1:05
4/28/2022 1:05

4/28/2022 1:05

34.48 4/28/2022 17:44

0 4/28/2022 18:05

78.95 4/28/2022 18:05
6.91 4/28/2022 18:05

0 4/28/2022 18:05

182 4/28/2022 18:05

0 4/28/2022 20:36

166.67 4/29/2022 17:52
48.48 4/29/2022 17:52

96.94 4/29/2022 17:52

0 4/29/2022 17:52

182 4/29/2022 17:52

25.86 4/29/2022 18:01
0 4/29/2022 18:01

181.82 4/29/2022 18:01

166.67 4/29/2022 18:01
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This is probably the least attractive dog parks in Piedmont. This site could be nicely reconfigured to provide housing and some
park area for dog walkers at the same time. The one unknown is how this would affect traffic by Beach School.

H ‐ Kehilla Synagogue Property, 1300 Grand Ave
I ‐ Grassy Strip and Median along Highland Avenue at Sheridan
Avenue
This is an area prime for an update. The BofA is currently unused. Gas stations will soon be obsolete as we transition to electric J ‐ Zone D ‐ Gas Station, Mulberry's, Bank of America, Wells Fargo
vehicles to address climate change before it's too late. This area combined with the police station and veterans building could
be redesigned together to include the banks and Mulberry's in a visually appealing way that also features substantial affordable
housing.
The city's owned site are the easiest and biggest opportunity for adding housing because the land would not cost money. The K ‐ Redevelop City Corporation Yard
city should seriously consider the corporation yard as well as the skatepark.

61

62
63

65

64

Perhaps the parking lot could be repurposed to include housing with parking underground.
This section of the street could be reconfigured to incorporate housing.

I support housing along Grand Avenue and adjacent lots, including this intersection.
Grand Avenue is one of the most logical places for multiunit housing. The Ace Hardware parking lots are a total pain ‐ I have
even been in a car accident in the hardware parking lot. This space could be easily redesigned to include the current hardware
and garden stores, parking and housing above that. It is accessible to transit and in a very walkable location too.

G ‐ Linda Dog Park, 333 Linda Avenue

C ‐ Properties in Zone C, Multi‐family Zone
D ‐ Zone D ‐ Ace Hardware, Sylvan Learning Center, Homes and
Small Businesses

B ‐ Piedmont Community Church Property, 400 Highland Avenue

M ‐ City Hall, Veterans Hall, Corey Reich Tennis Courts, etc.

59
60

58

57

L ‐ Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue

K ‐ Redevelop City Corporation Yard

D ‐ Zone D ‐ Ace Hardware, Sylvan Learning Center, Homes and
Small Businesses

L ‐ Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue
AE ‐ Private single‐family properties throughout Zones A and E

C ‐ Properties in Zone C, Multi‐family Zone
K ‐ Redevelop City Corporation Yard

AE ‐ Private single‐family properties throughout Zones A and E

L ‐ Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue
AE ‐ Private single‐family properties throughout Zones A and E

N ‐ Plymouth Church Properties on Olive Avenue
Z ‐ Zion Lutheran Property

this site is one of two sites large enough to build an affordable project capable of meeting our ELI/VLI goals‐ it must be
considered. The site could be developed in a way to retain and improve park land. Without these larger sites it is simply
impossible to actually meet the goal of building our ELI/VLI RHNA requirement
These are great sites, close to schools and services. These are likely to take a long time to redevelop, however‐‐ but let's start
planning!
I did not even realize the church had a parking lot. This seems like a great option for housing with parking underground.

Ditto. Stop with the anti‐religious suggestions. It's really offensive.
If a church decides it can no longer function, it will sell its property and then we can have these discussions. Until then, it's
offensive to suggest getting rid of them.
This has always seemed like the most realistic place to build new housing, especially multi‐unit housing
Important that the HE include more than the needed number of housing units as it is unlikely that all of the locations will
develop and not providing excess capacity for development will mean the City has not successfully authorized the amount of
development needed to meet our RHNA numbers. Please don't treat this like a check the box exercise ‐ Piedmont must do its
part.
Lots splits in Zone E should should be encouraged. ADUs that are rented may be counted but not those used for other
purposes.
Displacement of current tenants should be avoided
Public land should be used only for affordable housing. Market rate units or above moderate should be built on privately
owned land.
Given the history at Blair Park some open space for an enclosed dog run and heritage trees should be preserved.
It is important to allow increased density in Piedmont's historically single family neighborhoods. This could be through ADUs,
duplexes, triplexes etc.
These are well located sites with transportation where we should zone for increased housing density. But because they have
existing economically viable uses, they are unlikely to be actually redeveloped quickly. We should not count on these to meet a
signifiant portion of our RHNA obligation.
This is a great site and our best opportunity to build a feasible affordable housing development soon. this is one of the few
sites in Piedmont that can build a community that is large enough to be financially feasible and meet our ELI/VLI goals
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we should be promoting ADUs while being realistic about affordability and production numbers. Owners of large lots should be AE ‐ Private single‐family properties throughout Zones A and E
able to subdivide their properties to create additional legal lots, and duplexes/triplexes/fourplexes should be allowed on the
larger and the smaller lots.
If the Church wants to add housing I'm supportive. I am adding units here because of the way the "puzzle" is structured, which B ‐ Piedmont Community Church Property, 400 Highland Avenue
requires 587 units. I object to this ‐ people should be able to contribute whatever input they have, even if it is partial.
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I don't think this is a feasible housing site.
why maximum of 8? This is a great housing site.
I support multifamily housing on Blair park with up to 5/6 stories ‐ whatever is needed to create a project feasible and with
some level of affordability. I think Blair Park has much better potential than the sites across Moraga.

Yes!! Veterans building and tennis courts especially should be considered as sites. Veteran's building is probably near the end
of its useful life, and community hall/police/fire could be below residential in a 4/5/6 story building. Tennis courts could be on
the roof of a multifamily building.
Slope of site appears to make it unsuitable for housing, but I'd be happy to see housing there if feasible.
only more than 3 units with low income. Up to 8 units if design of building is consistent in style with neighborhood like 1001
Warfield avenue.
6 stories max

up to 10 stories high

make same zone as D
up to 6 stories
It would be great to see a variety of housing types that would allow a broader range of people with different needs welcomed
to Piedmont.
Please consider this site even including the skatepark, which wasn't well designed and is not accessible to kids that would use it
anyways. Seems like a great place for housing!
I'd love to see housing here…seems like an under utilized resource and has great proximity to nearby amenities.
We should allow duplexes, triplexes, and small apartment buildings in Zones A and E, especially on larger lots. We need to think
beyond single‐family homes and ADUs.
I'd love to see apartments over retail and buildings up to 6‐7 stories on Grand Ave.
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76
77

Yes I support multifamily on Linda.
Redevelopment of the Sylvan learning center building seems very feasible in light of what appear to be relatively low value
tenants and a relatively low value building. I support a 5‐6 story apartment building on that block and I'd support a variance
enabling 100% residential, in light of how little demand there is for retail space. Ace hardware, I suspect, isn't changing.

70
71

69

It makes total sense to consider the tennis courts especially for housing. The housing could be designed in a way that retains
the tennis courts, perhaps on the roof. It also makes sense to look at the veterans hall and city hall as part of the plan. Finally,
while we are considering tennis courts, why not look at the ones by Hampton Field and off HIghland behind the dog park too.
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D ‐ Zone D ‐ Ace Hardware, Sylvan Learning Center, Homes and
Small Businesses

L ‐ Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue
AE ‐ Private single‐family properties throughout Zones A and E

K ‐ Redevelop City Corporation Yard

D ‐ Zone D ‐ Ace Hardware, Sylvan Learning Center, Homes and
Small Businesses
H ‐ Kehilla Synagogue Property, 1300 Grand Ave
M ‐ City Hall, Veterans Hall, Corey Reich Tennis Courts, etc.
AE ‐ Private single‐family properties throughout Zones A and E

B ‐ Piedmont Community Church Property, 400 Highland Avenue

N ‐ Plymouth Church Properties on Olive Avenue
AE ‐ Private single‐family properties throughout Zones A and E

M ‐ City Hall, Veterans Hall, Corey Reich Tennis Courts, etc.

G ‐ Linda Dog Park, 333 Linda Avenue
H ‐ Kehilla Synagogue Property, 1300 Grand Ave
L ‐ Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue

C ‐ Properties in Zone C, Multi‐family Zone
D ‐ Zone D ‐ Ace Hardware, Sylvan Learning Center, Homes and
Small Businesses

M ‐ City Hall, Veterans Hall, Corey Reich Tennis Courts, etc.

Blair Park, the city's largest owned property, is the most logical place for affordable housing. This is highly underutilized open L ‐ Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue
space. I regularly drive by and see one person or nobody using this space. Affordable housing could be designed for this space
in a way that includes open space that gets far more use than what is there now and even has more appealing greenery. It can
be done in a way that would not hurt neighbors who live above the park and it could be done in a way that minimizes traffic
impacts on Moraga, for instnace by widening part of the road by this property.
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I'm not in favor of converting any city land/parks into housing.
I'm not in favor of converting any city land/parks into housing.

I'm not in favor of converting any city land/parks into housing.
I'm not in favor of converting any city land/parks into housing.
I'm not in favor of converting any city land/parks into housing.
This is too many units, but because it's on the city's borderline it would be less disruptive.
This is a very condensed area, and therefore I believe there should be 0 units placed here.

This seems to be the least obtrusive place for new housing of all the locations offered.
This seems like too many units for one location, but too many of the other locations shouldn't have any new units.

These zones should be upzoned to allow 2‐6 units per property by right.

I don't believe it's likely that the maximum buildout would actually be possible as many landowners may not be interested.
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110
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101
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Central locations seem like the best place for new housing, given proximity to schools, city jobs, and transit. 60 du/acre seems
like a reasonable maximum
This site is less connected to city services (schools, jobs, transit) but could still accommodate some housing, with efforts to
improve traffic safety and integrate the neighborhood
This site is less connected to city services (schools, jobs, transit) but could still accommodate some housing, with efforts to
improve traffic safety and integrate the neighborhood
The city center is the best place for new housing given proximity to schools, jobs, transit and recreation resources
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96
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Blair park should be maximized. It is only used by a few residents. Perfect area for development.
This is a wonderful central location and I would advocate upzoning this area to incentivize housing in this area, especially low
and moderate income housing
97 units in this small area with small lots seems unlikely, given the high cost of construction and the fact that properties in this
zone are already developed
I think significant upzoning will be needed to make redevelopment of private businesses in this area financially feasible, but it
would be great to have higher density housing in this area
This seems unlikely to me given the existing use of the church and school property
probably too small to be feasible
Central locations seem like the best place for new housing, given proximity to schools, city jobs, and transit

Blair Park is a great opportunity site. We should definitely explore. Could put housing and some park / recreational space there,
such as a playground.
We should do a master plan for the Civic Center that integrates some of these facilities and puts affordable housing over
community and city facilities. Strongly support putting affordable housing in the Civic Center so it is well integrated and close to
transportation.
It makes sense to have housing where there are services and community resources.
This area would help benefit lower income families due to ease of access to local businesses and transportation.
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89

Strongly support exploring the Corp Yard for affordable housing. We should add the skate park site too for consideration.
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D ‐ Zone D ‐ Ace Hardware, Sylvan Learning Center, Homes and
Small Businesses

AE ‐ Private single‐family properties throughout Zones A and E

G ‐ Linda Dog Park, 333 Linda Avenue
I ‐ Grassy Strip and Median along Highland Avenue at Sheridan
Avenue
K ‐ Redevelop City Corporation Yard
L ‐ Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue
M ‐ City Hall, Veterans Hall, Corey Reich Tennis Courts, etc.
F ‐ Corpus Christi School Property
I ‐ Grassy Strip and Median along Highland Avenue at Sheridan
Avenue
K ‐ Redevelop City Corporation Yard
L ‐ Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue

M ‐ City Hall, Veterans Hall, Corey Reich Tennis Courts, etc.

L ‐ Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue

K ‐ Redevelop City Corporation Yard

D ‐ Zone D ‐ Ace Hardware, Sylvan Learning Center, Homes and
Small Businesses
F ‐ Corpus Christi School Property
H ‐ Kehilla Synagogue Property, 1300 Grand Ave
I ‐ Grassy Strip and Median along Highland Avenue at Sheridan
Avenue
J ‐ Zone D ‐ Gas Station, Mulberry's, Bank of America, Wells Fargo

C ‐ Properties in Zone C, Multi‐family Zone

L ‐ Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue
B ‐ Piedmont Community Church Property, 400 Highland Avenue

M ‐ City Hall, Veterans Hall, Corey Reich Tennis Courts, etc.
C ‐ Properties in Zone C, Multi‐family Zone

M ‐ City Hall, Veterans Hall, Corey Reich Tennis Courts, etc.

L ‐ Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue

K ‐ Redevelop City Corporation Yard
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Empty lot behind 216 Howard.
Why is this the only park listed? There are many other parks in Piedmont. Why are we listing parks at all?
Testing
This is a park. It is not zoned for residential. Do not take away our parks!
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C ‐ Properties in Zone C, Multi‐family Zone
L ‐ Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue
F ‐ Corpus Christi School Property
L ‐ Blair Park, 930 Moraga Avenue

I don't have a dog but it seems this space is heavily utilized ‐ would need to preserve some dog‐park area.
G ‐ Linda Dog Park, 333 Linda Avenue
This area so needs to be reimagined! Less space for cars, and more for people. See Mill Valley for inspiration of a charming
J ‐ Zone D ‐ Gas Station, Mulberry's, Bank of America, Wells Fargo
downtown with a plaza (both downtown Mill Valley, and the recent redevelopment of the Mill Valley Lumbar Yard). It would be
ideal to have ground level retail and apartments above. Mulberry's, an ATM, and a few other shops/cafes around a small plaza
with tables/outside eating area, with housing above. Remove the banks and lawyer/real estate offices. Make Highland Way a
small pedestrian‐only walkway, or remove all together? It's hard as a lay person to know how different number of housing units
would feel here, but I think apartments above more (non‐chain) businesses would be a wonderful transformation.
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D ‐ Zone D ‐ Ace Hardware, Sylvan Learning Center, Homes and
Small Businesses

I live near here and this area desperately needs revitalization and increased density! Ground floor retail with space for
hardware store, coffee shops, karate place, sandwich shop etc etc would be ideal. Hard to picture how many stories these
buildings would have to be to accommodate this housing though, so I'm not sure what is reasonable number of units here.
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Part II, Website Traffic Referrers

Pierce Macdonald, Senior Planner
City of Piedmont
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